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4

Language and languages

Perhaps you too have been wondering all along about the Clubs. Why doesn't one bump into a
King or a Queen of Clubs in Wonderland? The answer, I guess, is that Wonderland is not
really a domain where just anything goes. On the contrary, for a dreamworld it is in many
ways, a pretty sane place. For example, it hasn't got room for a king or a queen of
someone/thing if there isn't the corresponding someone/thing to be king or queen of. A
'monarch .without subjects' is, after all, conceptually an anomaly. So since Clubs are hard to
find (for whatever reason) among the card commoners populating this dreamworld, there can
be no Queen or King of Clubs.
[n the world of language, the same kind of sanity prevails. To see what this means, consider
the idea of 'knowledge of language'. Obviously, in a sane world, someone cannot have
knowledge of something unless there is the corresponding something to be known. Parallel to
kings and queens who require subjects-to-be-ruled, knowledge requires objects-to-be-known.
Bur this implies that, if there is a thing such as knowledge of language--- as has been

cl~imed

i11 par. 3.2 above --- there has to be something called language. Which is to say that
conceptual necessity requires linguistic reality to have a fourth, deeper layer of objects: the
layer of language in general and particular languages. It is with the ingredients of this layer
--- making up the core of the world of language --- that we will be concerned in the present
chapter.
The general questions that we will take up sound misleadingly simple: 'What is language?' and
'What is a language?' For convenience, the two questions will on occasion be packed below
into a single question, 'What is (a) language?' Which, as quesions go, turns out to be a real
toughie. For one thing, it concerns the nature of entities that belong in the most deeply hidden
layer of linguistic reality. For another thing, these entities, unlike Alice, could not speak for
themselves if we were to ask them 'What are you?' When actually asked this question by the
Pigeon --- who took her to be an egg-snatching serpent on account of the immense length of
neck that she grew after eating a bit of mushroom --- Alicereplied:
'"But I'm not a serpent, I tell you!

.... I'm a- I'm-'"
To which the Pigeon responded impatiently:
'"Well! What are you .... I can see you're trying to invent something!"' [AIW 76]
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But, you may wonder, do we really have to do such an awful lot of inventing to arrive at an
answer to the question 'What is (a) language?' Why, for instance can't we simply say: '(A)
language is (i) whatever is known by someone who has knowledge of language, (ii) whatever is
acquired by someone who learns (or "grows") a language, (iii) whatever is used by someone
who produces, comprehends or intuitively judges utterances'? Whilst evidently true, this
answer resembles the attempt by the Queen of Hearts to say what a Mock Turtle is:
'Then the Queen left off, quite out of breath, and said to Alice, "Have you seen the
Mock Turtle yet'!"
"No," said Alice, "I don't even know what a Mock Turtle is."
"It's the thing Mock Turtle Soup5 is made from," said the Queen.' [AIW 124]
This characterization of a Mock Turtle has to be admired as a product of fancy rhetorical
footwork.' Yet it is quite empty. Even if you know your food, you would have your work cut
out to ;::ome up with a mental picture of a Mock Turtle on the basis of the look, taste, and
substance: of Mock Turtle Soup. 1 The portrayal of (a) language as that which is known,
acquired, used etc. by speaker-listeners is about as far from informative as the Queen's
characterization of a Mock Turtle.
So what can we do to get a more adequate answer to the question 'What is (a) language?'. One
rewarding line of action is, firstly, to look at (a) language from the macroscopic perspective of
the major dimensions of the world of language. And, secondly, to focus on the most salient
large-scale properties that characterize (a) language in some of these dimensions. Here we will
restrict our attention to the dimensions of function, form, structure, use and substance.
In pursuing the question 'What is (a) language?', we will have to keep in mind a distinction
drawn in par. 1.1.1 above: that between utterances and sentences. Spoken utterances, you may
recall, are unique stretches of speech sound that are ingredients of the layer of language
products. Sentences, by contrast, are non-physical entities that can be uttered more than once.
As such, sentences are not to be found in the layer of language products. Below we will
concern ourselves with the properties of sentences, not those of utterances. To identify and
illustrate the properties of a sentence, however, it will always be necessary for us to furnish
some written utterance of the sentence (or, if you like, an utterance by which the sentence is
realized in writing).
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4.1

Function

Soon after entering the world of language in par. 1, we were given some details about the
Hatter's curious watch, the one that the March Hare dipped into his cup of tea to get some
crumbs out of the works. Alice too found this watch rather 'funny' since:
'It tells the day of the month, and doesn't tell what o'clock it is! [AIW 96]
By describing what the Hatter's watch does and does not do, Alice gives us information about
its function as well as some clues about its make-up. A watch not telling 'what o'clock it is'
obviously won't have the hands, face or clockwork of a conventional watch. To find out what
something is, it is generally good policy first to find out what it is for: that is, to find out its
function (should it have one, of course). The function of a thing not only throws light on its
nature, but often indirectly reflects the way in which it is put together and works. So, to tackle
the question 'What is language?', let us consider first the function of language.

4.1.1 Instrumentality
One of the episodes in Alice's visit to Looking-Glass Country includes the following weird
events:
"

The White Queen turns into a bespectacled old Sheep which knits away busily
behind the counter of a shop, using up to fourteen pairs of needles at the same
time. [TLG 252]

"

More or less simultaneously, the Queen's cry 'Oh, much better!' is tranformed-- via 'Much be-etter! Be-etter! Be-ee-etter!' --- into the bleat 'Be-e-ehh!' [7LG
252]

"

A moment later, the shop becomes a little boat in which Alice and the old Sheep
glide along between the banks of a river. [TLG 254]

"

And the knitting-needles in their hands turn into oars. [7LG 254]

'Conversion' is clearly the name of the game in this episode. As a matter of fact, conversions
of this confounding kind commonly occur in Lewis Carrell's worlds, contributing greatly to
their dreamlike quality.
Conversions are basic ingredients of real worlds too, however, the world of language being a
case in point. We have seen, for example, that the production of utterances involves the
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conversion, translation or mapping of messages into stretches of observable speech, writing or
signing. 2 In the case of speech production, the conversion can be broken up into at least the
three clusters of processes shown by the numbered arrows in Figure I:
2

--- > Syntactic
structure
I

= grammatical encoding

2

. _P_h_o_n_o~lo_g_i-ca_l_ '-> I
_ structure

....

= phonological encoOing

Uttornnco

I

3 = articulating

Figure 1: 'Prcductive' Conversion3
Proceeding in the opposite direction, speech comprehension converts spoken utterances into the
mess~.ges em;oded in them. 4 The conversion involved in speech comprehension is made up of
the three clusters of processes shown hy the numbered arrows in Figure 2:

< --

Syntactic
structure

= interpretation/understanding

< --r

2fI

Phonological
structure

2 = parsing

3

< ---

E:J
Utterance

,

3 = perception/recognition

Figure 2: 'Comprehensive' Conversion
So conversion is essential to both speech production and speech comprehension. 5 But the kind
of conversion that occurs in speech production/comprehension and the kind that happens in
Carrollinian dreamworlds are as different as chalk and cheese. The Carrollinian kind boggles
the mind: it is clear neither why these conversions occur nor how they work. There is nothing
systematic governing, for example, the conversion of a queen into a sheep. This is to say that
the occurrence, nature, direction, input, outcome and so on of dreamworld conversions are
quite mysterious.
The conversion that occurs in speech production and comprehension, by contrast, is not of this
mind-blowing kind. There is a principled means --- portrayed as a code by some --- that people
use in a non-mysterious way in converting their messages into utterances and vice versa. This
means is called language. To put it schematically:
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---'>
I
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Syntactic

--- > Phonological

structure

< ---

I

--- >
1

I

<L-

Utterance

structure

1

~_.,

___ _

LANGUAGE

_J
Figure 3: Language

Each different language is a different instantiation of the general means involved in the
conversion of messages into utterances and vice versa. To know a language, then, is to have at
your command a particular means used in the conversion of messages into utterances and vice
versa. To the way in which (a) language is involved in this conversion process, we will turn in
par. 4.2.2 below.6
Over the years, the essence of this functional characterization of language has been expressed
by different scholars in different but basically equivalent ways. Recently, Noam Chomsky has
described a language as a particular way of expressing thought and understanding the thought
expressed. And, using more technical terms, he has characterized a language as a particular
generative procedure: a procedure that assigns to every possible expression of the language a
representation of its form and a representation of its meaning. The idea that a language is a
generative procedure has its roots, as Chomsky emphasizes, in the thinking of Wilhelm von
Humboldt. This famous German scholar of the nineteenth century characterized language as an
Eneugung, freely translatable as 'a process of generation', which makes infinite use of finite
means. 7

Returning to Figure 3, the means offered by (a) language for converting messages into
utterances and vice versa are of two kinds. First, there are the structures enclosed in the
'unbroken' boxes: syntactic and phonological structures representing intermediate 'steps' in the
conversion of messages into utterances and vice versa. Second, there are the entities
represented by the arrows: the mechanisms involved in the conversion of messages into
syntactic structures and vice versa, syntactic structures into phonological structures and vice
versa, and phonological structures into utterances and vice versa. As we saw in par. 3.2.2.1,
these mechanisms are of two general kinds: words or lexical items making up the lexical aspect
of language, and rules and 'super-rules' foiming the combinatorial or computational aspect of
language.
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To se.e this skeletal picture of the make-up of language in the right perspective, we make
another for~y into Looking-Glass Country, dropping in on a particularly instructive
conversation between Alice and a chicken-sized Gnat [TLG 222-223]. At issue: Alice's rather
narrow conception of (the names oi) insects. Contrary to what she believes, the giant Gnat tells
Alice, there is not only the ordinary Horse-fly, but also the Rocking-horse-fly (made entirely
of wood and living on sap and sawdust). Not only the ordinary Dragon-fly, but aiso the Snapdragon-fly (whose body is made of plum-pudding, whose wings consist of holly-leaves and
whose head is a raisin burning in brandy). And not only the ordinary Butterfly, but also the
Bread-and-butter-fly (whose wings are thin slices of bread-and-butter, whose body is a crust,
and whose head is a lump of sugar). One of the general points implicitly being made by the
Gnat is that there are not only narrower (pc0rer, less inclusive, more limited) conceptions of
things, but also wider (richer, more inclusive, less limited) conceptions of them. Indeed, part
of the reason why Alice finds the dreamworlds she visits so utterly bewildering lies in the
narrowness qf her own conceptions of things (and events).
The distinction between narrower and wider conceptions of things does not, however, apply to
dreamworlds only. It applies equally to real places such as the world of language. Thus, the
, concep!ion of language represented schematically in Figure 3 above is in more than one way
quite a narrow one. For example, on this c.onception, language includes grammar only. Which
is to say that language is narrowly taken to equal the object of knowledge of grammar or of
grammatical competence. Recall that knowledge of language has, however, two more
components: pragmatic competence (or knowledge of appropriate use) and the conceptual
system (or knowledge of how to build and reconstruct messages). This is to say that firstly, on
.a less narrow conception of it, language has an additional component that is 'Rocking-horsefly'-like, comprising principles of appropriate use. Secondly, language has a component that is
'Snap-dragon-fly'-like, including means of message construction and reconstruction.
Grammar itself too can be thought of in less restrictive terms. On one possible richer
conception of it, linguists have been taking grammar to include more than one intermediate
'step' (or level) of syntactic structure and more than one intermediate 'step' (or level) of
phonological. structure. And, this conception of grammar they have further enriched by
supposing a kind of 'Bread-and-butter-fly'-like structure, often called 'semantic structure', to
mediate in the conversion of messages into syntactic structures and vice versa. 8
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4.1.2 Productivity
Language, few will deny, allows people to talk about everything under the sun and even about
things in wodds located light years beyond the sun. What is more, language enables people to
talk about extraordinary things such as those found in the dreamworlds visited by Alice. You
will recall that language enables them to say things about some really curious creatures. Blue
hookah-smoking caterpillars. Thin-skinned (or rather 'thin-shelled') eggs wearing cravats.
Bloodthirsty Queens of Cards. Professorial whales each wearing a gown and mortar-board.
Siamese twin-cats speaking in tandem. And so on, and so on. Language enables people to
describe extraordinary events such as girls growing to be ten feet high, babies turning into
pigs, cats disappearing to leave only their grins behind and so forth. In sum: there is nothing
that people can think up that they cannot express by producing linguistic utterances. That is to
say, the use of language is unbounded in scope --- a feature of language use that contributes
greatly to the creative aspect of language behaviour, as we saw in par. 2.2.5 above.
But how is it possible for language use to be unbounded in scope? Part of the answer is that, as
a means of converting messages into utterances and vice versa, language itself has a particular
functional property: it is productive. This means that, whatever the human thought or
message, human language enables us to convert it into an (acceptable) utterance. By the same
token, every (acceptable) utterance can be converted with the aid of this means into a thought
or message. These points are captured by some linguists by means of the concept of
'effability'. Specifically, they claim that the 'essential' property of languages is that their
grammatical structure constitutes an effable correlation of sentences and senses (or meanings).
ln the solemn kind of phraseology found so irresistible by the Dodo, this implies that there will
never be a case where a speaker is unable to express a thought because of the non-existence of
an appropriate sentence or a sense. Or, to put the point more positively, there will always be
sufficient sentences and senses. 9
But how is it possible for language to be productive? What is it that makes language the
productive means that it is? As we proceed, we will see how this productivity springs from
certain non-functional properties of language.

4.2

Fonn

Knowing the function of something S does indeed give one a better understanding of the nature
of S. But to understand its nature more fully, one has to look directly at its clockwork. This
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means that we have to train our macroscope on the words or lexical items, on the rules and on
the 'super-rules' as well as on the structures involved in the conversion of messages into
utterances and vice versa. We will be concerne<J with the large-scale properties of these
generative mechanisms, which is to say that we will be focusing on the fonn of language.

4.2.1 Arbitrariness
The words making up the vocabulary or lexicon of language is a first source of its productivity.
But exactly what is it in the nature of words that boosts the productivity of language? The way
in which Humpty Dumpty treats the words that work for him she<Js quite a bit of light on the
matter: he makes them mean just what he chooses them to mean --- 'neither more nor less'
[7LG 269]. For example, despite Alice's misgivings, Humpty makes the word glory mean 'a
nice knock-down argument'. And he makes impenetrability mean 'we have had enough of that
subject, and it would be just as well if you'd mention what you mean to do next, as I suppose
you don't mean to stop here all the rest of your life'.
But how is it possible for Humpty to make woljfls mean what he chooses them to mean?
. Contrary to what he claims, it isn't the extra wages he pays them that do the trick. What does
do the trick is that !1e himself rather (cleverly) exploits the nature of the relation between the
sound form of a word and its meaning.· This is a relation of arbitrariness: in the case of the
overwhelming majority of words, there is no principled reason why a given form and a given
meaning are paired. For example, there is no reason why the sound form of the word glory has
to mean something like 'the fame and admiration that you gain by doing something notable'.
Nothing in this sound form requires it to be paired with this meaning. Conversely, nothing in
this meaning requires it to be associatro with the sound form of glory. The same remarks
apply, of course, to impenetrability. It is the arbitrariness of the link between their sound form
and their meaning that enables Humpty to assign a new meaning to words such as glory and

impenetrability --- nothing in their sound form makes it impossible for them to be assigne<l
such new meanings.
The pairing of forms and meanings is established by convention in all but a restricte<J number
of words. The latter words --- as exemplifie<l by woof, meow, cockadoodledoo and other
onomatopoeic items --- are iconic: their sound forms are believe<l to be relatro by some
physical resemblance or other to what they 'stand for'. Glory, impenetrability and the vast
majority of other words, by contrast, are symbolic: their sound forms are relate<l by
convention to what they 'stand for'. Foregrounding this fact, quite a number of linguists have
portrayed language as a symbol(ic) system. This conception of language had its origins in the
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thought of the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, who has been credited with formulating
the 'principle of the arbitrariness of the linguistic sign.' 10
The arbitrariness of the link between the form and meaning of words contributes to the
productivity of language in more than one way. First, speaker-hearers can add new words to
the lexicon of their language without having to agonize over the question whether a particular
form is 'right for' or a 'good match for' a particular meaning and vice versa. The author of
Jabberwocky, for example, had no need to. worry about whether the form of roves is the 'right'
or the 'best' form for the meaning 'badgers with smooth white hair, long hind legs and short
horns like a stag, living chiefly on cheese'. Nor was it necessary for him to find a principled
reason for pairing the meaning 'land turtles with an erect head, a mouth like a shark, forelegs
curved so that they walk on their knees, a smooth green body and living on swallows and
oysters' with the form of rath5 [TLG 191]. Incidentally, although Humpty understood the
arbitrary natl.!re of the link between word form and word meaning, he was rather confused
about the meaning of proper names. He believed that 'Humpty Dumpty' meant 'the shape he
was in' and that, like his own name, all other names must mean something. And he chided
Alice for having a 'stupid' name: a name that had no meaning and that consequently allowed
her to be 'in any shape, almost'. [TLG 263]
Second,· the arbitrariness of the link between the form of a word and its meaning makes it
possible for speaker-hearers to have words denoting abstract, non-material 'things' such as
glory,

anger~

minds, dreams and so on. And also words for denoting nonexisting creatures

such as unicorns, gryphons and other denizens of nonreal places such as the universes of fairy
tales, science fiction and so. Had the relation between word form and word meaning been nonarbitrary or natural, it would not have been possible to have words denoting abstract or
nonexistent entities: the forms of words are by their very nature concrete existing entities. Not
even in Wonderland do we find creatures speaking a kind of language whose laws require that
words denoting abstract entities are to have abstract forms, or words denoting non-existent
entities are to have non-existent forms!
There is a price to pay, however, for the arbitrary and conventional nature of the link between
the form and meaning of words. People acquiring a language have to learn its words by rote, a
factor which places quite a burden on their memory. This can be particularly taxing when
learning the lexicon of a second or foreign language in which (more or less) known meanings
are arbitrarily associated with (more or less) unfamiliar forms. The problems caused for
language learners by an arbitrary relation between the form and meaning of words are heavily
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outweighed, however, by the ways in which such arbitrariness contribute to the productivity of
language. 11

4.2.2 Principledness
The main source of the productivity of language, however, is located in the nature of
grammatical rules and linguistic 'super-rules' or universa!s. Grammatical rules are linguistic
principles that are specific to individual languages. The following three examples are peculiar
to English (and a few related other languages):
1

A (declarative) sentence consists of a Noun Phrase followed by a Verb Phrase.

2

In a Verb Phrase, the verb precedes the.role-bearing phrases.

3

To form a yes/no question, switch the subject Noun Phrase of the main clause
and its Auxiliary. 12

Linguistic universals, by contrast, represent linguistic principles that are independent of
individual languages. In par. 3.3 above, we considered the following examples:
4

The operations expressed by grammatical rules such as 3 are structuredependent.

5

If

(a)

X and Y are explicit or understood components such as names,
pronouns, anaphoric elements, etc.,

(b)

X is a component of a main clause and Y is a component of a
clause embedded in this main clause, and

(c)

the embedded clause has a subject which is distinct from Y,

then X and Y cannot be linked by a linguistic rule.
6

A phrase consists of a head word and, amongst other things, a number of
smaller, role-bearing phrases. 13

But in what sense are grammatical rules and linguistic universals involved in the conversion of
messages into utterances and vice versa? To forestall a possible misunderstanding: such rules
and universals do not represent the neurological, physiological or physical processes which
actually happen as speakers convert messages into utterances or hearers convert utterances into
messages. This implies, amongst other things, that these rules and universals are not intended
to model concrete aspects of the structure and dynamics of the human brain. Rather, they are
thought to govern this process of conversion (and to govern it) without forming part of it.
Grammatical rules and linguistic universals represent what is principled or lawful at an abstract
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level in the conversion of messages into utterances and vice versa. So, in the case of a specific
rule or universal, what does this boil down to?
Consider once more rule 3: 'A (declarative) sentence consists of a noun phrase followed by a
verb phrase'. This rule makes a number of distinctions, including the following:
7a

sentences (as well-formed sequences of words) vs. things that are non-sentences

b

declarative sentences vs. non-declarative sentences

c

Noun Phrases vs. Verb Phrases

d

following vs. preceding

Rule 3 governs the conversion of messages into utterances and vice versa by requiring that, at
some stage, this conversion somehow must also make (at least) these four distinctions. Unless
the conversion process did just this, it would .not be able to match messages and utterances
effectively, as is made clear in 8a - d below:
8a

Unless the distinction of 7a is made, the processes of conversion may try
(unsuccesfully) to convert the ill-formed sequence of words Queen Executioner

the the .fired into some message.
b

Unless the distinction of 7b is made, Has the Exewtioner been fired by the

Queen? may erroneously be regarded as an utterance of an ill-formed declarative
sentence which cannot be converted into a message. It is, in fact, an utterance of
a well-formed question.
c

Unless the distinction of 7c is made, the deviant utterance The Queen the

Executioner may erroneously be regarded as an utterance of a declarative
sentence. It is, in fact, an utterance of a sentence which incorporates a Noun
Phrase (rhe Executioner) where it should have had a Verb Phrase (e.g.,.fired the

Executioner).
d

Unless the distinction of 7d is made, the utterance Fired the Executioner the

Queen would erroneously be considered as an utterance of a well-formed
declarative sentence with which a meaning has to be associated. The sentence is
ill-formed since the Verb Phrase (fired the Executioner) follows mther than
precedes the Noun Phrase (rhe Queen).
So here is the point: Grammatical rules, such as I - 3, and linguistic universals, such as 4 - 6,
engage in the process of conversion by expressing lawlike constraints that have to be obeyed at
the level of function by the processes that actually engage in the conversion of messages into
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utterances and utterances into messages. These rules and universals have the 'job', in other
words, of making sure that messages and utterances are matched correctly.
ln a sense, grammatical rules and linguistic universals are the laws of language. To see the
point of the qualification 'in a sense', consider the curious way in which Alice tumbled into
Needle's pye World:
'As she fell, her body would sometimes turn upside-down, so that earth and sky
changed place, and the neatly tilled field seemed to hover high above her head. "What a
curious adventure this is, to be sure!" said Alice. "I'm certain I must be breaking the
Law of Gravity: for, if! remember my lesson, it states that what goes up must come
down -yet here am I clearly coming down -" without ever having gone up'. [TNE 8]
Alice's break,ing 'the Law of Gravity' is a rather remarkable achievement, a feat possible in a
dreamworld only. ln real worlds, after all, physical laws cannot be broken, disobeyed,
suspended, or the like. This is where the laws of language are different and why --- compared
to laws of nature --- they are iaws 'in a sense' only. People can break at will those laws of
language of which they are or can become conscious. (As we have seen, the knowledge which
linguistically untrained people have of (the laws ot) their language is tacit only. 14 ) A speaker
of English who consciously knows grammatical rule 1, for instance, can break it to produce an
utterance such as "'Fired the Executioner the Queen in which the Verb Phrase 'unlawfully'
precedes the Noun Phrase. Similarly a speaker can violate linguistic universal 4, for example.
Given a statement, say The Hatter who is mad is innocent, the speaker can violate linguistic
universal 4 by forming the corresponding yes/no question in a structure-independent way,
namely as "ls the Hatter who mad is innocent? But there is a price to pay for breaking the laws
of language: difficulty in getting your messages across if you. are a speaker or difficulty in
recovering other people's messages if you are a listener.
A sizeable section of the population of Looking-Glass Country was made up of chess pieces:
two Kings and two Queens, various Castles (two of which Alice saw walking arm in arm), a
number of Pawns (of which a White one, the Queen's baby, rolled over and started to kick and
cry), two Knights (who banged away at each other with clubs), some Horses (one of which
wore anklets to protect its feet against shark bites) and so on. This wasn't all that strange since,
as Alice told herself, Looking-Glass Country was marked out just like a large chess-board.
And, she added in a tone of delight:
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'"there ought to be some men moving about somewhere - and so there are! .... It's a
great huge game of chess that's being played- all over the world - if this is the world at
all, you know".' [TLG 207-208]
But if a place is actually a chess-board and the events occurring in it are in essence moves in a
game of chess, there simply have to be chess-pieces among its surface population. These pieces
(or characters) are in a sense 'derivative' or 'epiphenomenal' entities: their existence is an
automatic result of the dreamworld's deeper architecture and deeper dynamics.
Rather like Looking-Glass chess-pieces, grammatical rules may well in a specific sense be
derivative entities or epiphenomena too. In the late seventies, Noam Chomsky has in fact
suggested that such rules result automatically from events that involve deeper entities.
Specifically, he portrays language as being a system of principles with open parameters.
Individual

l~nguages

differ in how the open parameters are fixed, set or filled in. A rule of

grammar, on this conception, represents a specific parameter fixing or setting. This point was
illustrated in· par. 3.3.4 with reference to principle 9 (first considered above as linguistic
.universal 6).
9

A phrase consists of a head word and, amongst other things, a number of
smaller, role-bearing phrases.

This principle has an open parameter involving the relative positions of the head word and rolebearing phrases. In the case of the verb phrase gave the stolen tarts ro Alice, the head word is
the verb gave, which precedes the role-bearing phrases the stolen tarts and to Alice. English,
clearly, fixes the relevant open word-order parameter by choosing the 'head first' option. This
parameter-fixing can be expressed derivatively as a grammatical rule:
10

ln a Verb Phrase in English, the verb precedes the role-bearing phrases (if any).

Japanese, however, fixes the open word-order parameter of principle 9 in a different way,
namely by choosing the 'head last' option. This parameter-fixing can be stated derivatively as a
grammatical rule too:
11

In a Verb Phrase in Japanese, the verb follows the role-bearing phrases (if any).

Clearly, grammatical rules such as 10 and 11 are not basic entities. They represent 'shallow',
derivative entities or epiphenomena resulting from something (parameter-fixing) that happens
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to deeper entities (principles with open parameters). On this view, an individual language is not
in essence a rule system; it is rather a system of fixed parameters (or, if you like, parametertixings).15

4.2.3

DL~creteness

But what is it in the nature of grammatical rules and 'super-rules' that makes language such a
productive means of linking messages to utterances and vice versa? Let us pursue this question
by going back to an incident in Wonderland in which Alice drank a strange fluid that shrunk
her to a mere ten inches. The fluid had an extraordinary flavour, described by Alice in the
following way:
' ... it had m fact a sort of mixed flavour of cherry-tart, custard, pine-apple, roast
Turk~y,

It

IS

toffy and hot buttered toast.' [AIW 31]

clear that Alice did not taste (or smell) cherry-tart, custard and so on as distinct ingredients

of the f:uid. These ingredients, obviously, were blended in the fluid, her description being
suggestive of the general flavour of the blend. The properties of a blend lie in betwee.n the
properties of the ingredients; the properties of the ingredients are lost in the mixture. In short,
in a blend, the ingredients become indistinct.
Compound linguistic expressions such as the sentence (underlying the utterance) A/ice watched

the Cat are not blends. They are made up of a fmite number of discrete elements --- the words
Alice, watched, the, Cat--- and their properties do not lie somewhere in between the properties
of these elements. For example, the meaning of Alice watched the Cat is distinct from the
meaning of any of the words of which it is made up. And the meaning of this sentence is
distinct from that of The Cat watched A/ice in which the same words are combined differently.
But in what sense can the words making up a sentence be considered discrete? ln the sense that
they remain identifiable as distinct units which cim be recombined to form other sentences.
That is, when words are put together into sentences, they are not irretrievably mashed together.
Sentences can always be broken down again into individual words. A sentence is therefore
never a 'continuum' in the sense of a thing that is without parts and the same from beginning to
end. The words making up a sentence remain identifiable since they contrast with other words.
Thus, in The Cat watched Alice, the contrasts, for example, with a, Cat with Queen, watched
with licked and A/ice with Mabel.
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Similarly, the (sound) forms of words are not indivisible streams/bursts of noise. For example,
the form of the word Cat can be segmented into three distinct speech sounds represented by C,

a and c. And because of their discreteness, these sounds can be (re-)combined in other orders to
build other word forms --- those of act and tack in particular. (In English spelling, the letter c
of cat and the letter pair ck of tack represent the same speech sound.) The discreteness of
speech sounds ties in with the fact that they are used to contrast with each other in certain
positions in the forms of words in order to distinguish those forms from each other. For
example, the sound represented by c contrasts with the one represented by g at the beginning of
the form of cat. And there isn't a distinct English speech sound between c and g, one which is
'not quite' c or 'almost' g, though it is possible for speakers of English to produce such a
sound. It is because c contrasts with g in certain positions in word forms that speaker-listeners
identify c as a distinct speech sound in a form such as that of cat. In terms of the relation of
contrast, speech sounds have to be either distinct or identical, and simply cannot be
'somewhat', :a lot' or 'almost' like each other.
As units used for distinguishing the form of words, speech sounds are, as a matter of fact, not
noises. As we saw in par 1.1. 1 above, noise is an ingredient of the layer of language products:
the signal of spoken utterances exists (fleetingly) as noise. Speech sounds --- or phonemes, as
they are also known --- are entities found in the layer of language where they serve to
distinguish the forms of words that are building blocks of sentences. It is when sentences are
produced as utterances that noises are made which correspond, though in an indirect way, to
speech sounds. Likewise, the layer of language behaviour and the layer .of knowledge of
language also contain entities that correspond to speech sounds. In the layer of language
behaviour, these corresponding entities are the acts of making and perceiving the noises that
correspond to speech sounds. In the layer of knowledge of language, what corresponds to
speech sounds is of course the speaker-hearers' tacit knowledge of how to perform those acts --.
- articulatory and perceptual --- that correspond to speech sounds. The place that an individual
speech sound such as t has in the world of language can, in sum, be represented with the aid of
the following figure:
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An act of making the noise
An act of perceiving the noise
Knowledge required for making the noise
Knowledge required for perceiving the noise
The (known) distinctive speech sound
Figure 4

On the \Vhole, animal communication systems are unlike human languages in regard to
discreteness. The signals --· noises, movements, postures, gestures, colours, odours --- used by
animals to communicate something are generally non-discrete. That is to say, these signals
cannot be subdivided into contrasting repeatable units that correspond to the recombinable
sounds or words of human language. When the White Queen's exclamation 'Oh, much better!'
is transformed into the old Sheep's bleat 'Be-e-ehh!', something discrete is turned into
something non-discrete or continuous.
The fact that sentences are not blends, but instead are discrete combinations of discrete
elements, reflects a fundamental property of the system of rules of a language. This system is
an example of a discrete combinatorial system. By means of such a system, a finite number
of discrete elements can be manipulated --- sampled, combined, permuted --- to create larger
units or structures whose properties are distinct from those of the elements. A language, by
implication, is not an example of a blending system. Blending systems--- such as the one used
for mixing the strange fluid that Alice drank --- allow the creation of combinations or
compounds whose properties lie in between those of the elements which lose their individual
properties in the resulting blends or mixtures.
Animal communication systems that use non-discrete signals are examples of graded systems.
With such systems, the user produces new messages by changing the signal along some
physical dimension: Changes in intensity, duration and so on signal parallel changes in the
message. For example, by varying the intensity of its roar, a rhesus monkey can signal how
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aggressive it is: greater loudness signals greater aggression. And by varying the duration of its
tail-wagging dance, a honeybee can signal the distance of a food source: the longer the bee
takes over a certain part of the dance, the further the food source is from the hive.
The productivity of (a) human language benefits in no small way from its discreteness. For one
thing, a language does not need to provide each of its users with a completely different
sentence for expressing each new message. Rather, it serves its users by placing at their
disposal differing combinations of discrete, existing words --- words coming from a limited
stock. For another thing, the words belonging to this stock __:_ the lexicon --- do not need to
have sound forms which are totally unlike. Rather, these sound forms can be different
(re)combinations of discrete speech sounds drawn from a quite limited inventory. This means,
among other things, that a speaker-hearer can use tens of thousands of distinct word forms
without having to be able to produce or discriminate among tens of thousands of different
speech sounds. In the case of English, being able to produce and discriminate among about
forty distinct speech sounds is all that is needed. Which is something that even the Red Queen
would tind hard to sneer at! 16

4.2.4 Duality
While looking at the discreteness of language, we had a passing glimpse of another of
language's fundamental properties, namely duality. Or at least of the long shadow which
duality casts. But by this time, you will have grown wary of the existence of entities 'seen in
passing' only, recalling the case of Nobody --- the individual who, despite his non-existence,
was encountered on the road by one of the King's Messengers. Which caused the King to
attribute to the non-existing Nobody the property of being a slow walker. Agreeing with you
that one Nobody is enough, I suggest, then, that we face duality head on.
Language exhibits duality in that it is patterned or organized at two levels which are distinct
from each other and yet hang together in a particular way. At the. first or higher level,
sentences or phrases are built up out of meaningful words (or lexical items). As we have seen
just above, at the first level, a sentence like A/ice watched 1he cat is made up of meaningful
words like A/ice, watched, rhe and car. At the second or lower level, the forms of these
(inherently) meaningful words are built up out of (inherently) meaningless speech sounds. At
.this level, the form of the word car, for example, is made up of the speech sounds
representable by the letters c, a and 1, respectively (and arranged in that order). If English had
lacked duality, the form of a (meaningful) sentence would be directly built up out of
(meaningless) speech sounds.
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To say that language is characterized by duality is to say that it does not use just one
combinatorial system of rules. It is to emphasize that language in fact uses two such rule
systems. The first is for building phrases and sentences out of meaningful words. The rules 1
and 2 above and 25a-e below are rules of this sentence-building kind. The second
combinatorial rule system builds word forms out of meaningless speech sounds. These rules
include phonotactic rules (or conditions) which specify what sequences or combinations of
speech sounds may or may not occur where in word forms. The phonotactic rules, then, can be
thought of as word-form laws, the following two being examples used in English:
12a
b

The sounds l and h can r-ombine in this order at the end but not the beginning of
a word form.
The sounds b and r can combine in this order at the beginning but not the end of
a word form.

Rule !2a allows speakers of English to build a (new) word form such as dulb, but not one such
as !bud. Rule 12b allows Lewis Carroll to build a (new) word form brillig, but not one such as
gillibr. Not one of the new words he uses in Jabberwoc:ky breaks the phonotactic rules of
English.
Duality links with both discreteness and arbitrariness to boost the productivity of language. In
tandem with discreteness, duality makes it possible to combine a small number of meaningless
speech sounds tor building forms for a very large number of meaningful words, a point
mentioned with reference to discreteness --- the partner of duality --- in par. 4.2.3 as well.
Arbitrariness, in turn, opens the way for duality to make its contribution. To see how, suppose
that each speech sound in the form of a word had to be linked in a non-arbitrary way to some
bit of the meaning of the word. This would have severely restricted the ability of speech
sounds to combine with each other. Take, for example, the (three) speech sounds that combine
to make up the form of the English word srovc. If these sounds had each been linked to some
other bit of the word's meaning in some non-arbitrary way, they clearly could not be
recombined by Lewis Carroll to build the form of the new word tovcs. Nor could these speech
sounds be recombined to make up the form of the word votes. If each of these speech sounds
had had a natural meaning, they clearly could not be used to build forms for words whose
meanings differ so totally as those of srove, roves and votes. What arbitrariness does, then, is to
keep speaker-hearers free from any meaning-based constraints whenever they build word forms
out of individual speech sounds. 17
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4.2.5 Infinity
The discreteness of language interacts in an interesting way with another of its fundamental
properties, namely recursiveness. To see what recursiveness involves, consider the following
set of expressions:
13a

dream

b

dream world

c

dream world story

d

dream world story teller

e

dream world story teller guild

f

dream world story teller guild convention

g

dream world story teller guild convention venue

h

dream world story teller guild convention venue ....

Expressions like !3b- hare formed by a word formation rule that adds one noun (e.g., world)
to another (e.g., dream) to form a compound noun or nominal compound (e.g., dream W(Jrld).
Such a rule can be applied 'recursively'; that is, it can be applied an unlimited number of times
to its own output. For instance, the rule applies to 13b to form 13c, to 13c to form !3d, to l3d
to form 13e and so on. In other words, because it is able to feed itself an unlimited number of
times, the rule has the capacity of forming an unlimited/infinite number of noun compounds.
Certain syntactic rules --- that is, rules of sentence formation --- have the property of
recursiveness too, as is illustrated by the following set of sentences:
14a

The executioner botched the job.

b

The Queen fears that the Executioner botched the job.

c

The King believes that the Queen fears that the Executioner botched the job.

d

Alice thinks that the King believes that the Queen fears that the Executioner
botched the job.

e

.... Alice thinks that the King believes that the Queen fears that the Executioner
botched the job.

Sentence l4b is formed by a syntactic rule that embeds sentence 14a within the 'mother' or
matrix sentence The Queen fears ... ; sentence 14c results when this rule embeds sentence 14b
within the matrix sentence The King believes ... ; and so on. Like the word formation rule
considered above, this syntactic rule can apply an unlimited number of times. Each application
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of the rule yields yet another sentence. This rule has the capacity of yielding an infinite number
of sentences when applied in tandem with the rule(s) that create(s) the matrix sentences.
Recursiveness, then, is the capacity of language to build an infinite number of units (words or
sentences) from units of the same category. 18
Which brings us to how discreteness and recursiveness interact in language. A discrete
combinatorial system allows the formation of units (sentences) that can be counted. A discrete
combinatorial system having the property of recursiveness allows the formation of infinitely
many units (sentences). Discreteness and recursiveness, therefore, interact to allow the
construction of a discrete infinity of meaningful expressions.
The kind of infinity found in the world of language is quite unlike the mysterious kind that
figures in Needle's Eye World. Some of Alice's companions suspected Infinity to be the place
to which the !lever-ending tunnel out of the Maze led. Unable to form a clearer idea about the
nature of Infinity, Alice herself speculated about Infinity along the following lines:
'"Infinity, now .... all I know about it is that it looks like an 8 that was so tired, it
simply had to lie down and take a nap. And it's where parallel lines meet, isn't it, and
what a queer sight that must be! I wonder how they greet one another after such a long
separation. Most prople say 'Isn't it a small world!' but that wouldn't do at all. They'd
say 'Isn't it a large world', rather." [TNE 130-131]
The infinity, that characterizes language, namely discrete infinity, is of a less enchanting kind
than the infinity that Alice was musing about. But our understanding of discrete infinity is
'infinitely' better, as is clear from the lucid way in which NoamChomsky has characterized it:
'To put it simply, each sentence has a fixed number of words: one, two, three, fortyseven, ninety-three, etc. And there is no limit in principle to how many words the
sentence may contain.'
Every time a sentence is extended through the addition of one or more words, one more
distinct sentence is formed.

This observation forms the basis for Chomsky's early
characterization of a language as an infinite set of sentences. 19
Noam Chomsky considers discrete infinity to be a basic property of language, one that is
unusual among biological systems. None of the animal communication systems known to
Chomsky have this property: these systems are either nondiscrete or finite. The difference
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between human language and animal communication systems is one of quality, not one of
'more' or 'less'. In identifying discrete infinity asa basic property of language, Chomsky has
an illustrious forerunner, Wilhelm von Humboldt. About a hundred and fifty years ago,
Humboldt came to understand that language is a system that makes infmite use of finite means.
Today this insight can be captured in a more. precise way with the aid of .the concept of
'discrete infinity'. 20

4.2.6 Structure-dependency
In par. 4.2.2 above, we once again bumped into the idea that grammatical rules are structuredependent. So it's time for us to look a bit more closely at structure-dependency (or
dependence) as a fundamental property of language. This will lead us to a consideration of
various other structural properties of language. It is possible to get a better grasp of the idea of
structure-dependency by considering some of the woes of the professional life of the Queen's
first executioner, now referred to simply as 'Ex-ex'. (You had no idea that the incumbent
Executioner is a new boy?) Well, Ex-ex and the Queen did not exactly get on like a house on
t!re. He resented her 'mindless meddling' in his professional business ('It is better to be
headless than mindless', he would often mutter under his breath.). She, in turn, threatened him
with beheading(!), having him 'cut down to size' for 'being too clever by half'.
This disharmonious relationship had its roots in deep differences of opinion about how Ex-ex
should go about selecting, from among those awaiting his attentions, 'the next victim for the
administering of injustice', as he cynically put it. Desiring no more (and no less) than fast and
furious action, the Queen urged him 'to line up the lot, to start with the first, and not to skip
anybody in the queue'. This advice was firmly rejected by Ex-ex, since 'it would place me on
a par with brainless butchers'. A sentiment to which the Queen responded apoplectically,
shouting that if he had to be so smart, he should use the following rule (and should, above all,
get on with the job):

, The Queen's Rule
'Find every fifth condemned clod in the queue and move him/her to the front.'
Judging this rule to be 'too undiscriminating' ('It would appeal to serial killers only!'), Ex-ex
proceeded to select 'my next charge' on the basis of his own rules, which he varied from day
to day:
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The Executioner's Rules
'Find. the dumbest Knave (i.e., the one who didn't steal the Queen's tarts), and move
him to front of the queue.'
'Find the Gardener who was the best at painting the Queen's white roses red, and move
him to front of the queue.'
'Find the soldier who didn't walk off when he had to stand on his hands and feet as an
arch in the Queen's croquet game, and move him to front of the queue.'
The rules followed by Ex-ex differ in an interesting way from the one proposed by the Queen.
In terms of the Queen's rule, a 'condemned clod' gets moved to the front of the queue, if
he/she is found in a place that can be determined by simply counting those lined up for
execution. And he/she gets moved, regardless of his/her status or rank or how he/she is related
to his/her companions in the queue. The rules followed by Ex-ex have a completely different
nature: a condemned creature gets moved to the front if it is a particular kind of individual
(e.g., a Knave) related in a certain way (e.g., in terms of dumbness) to its condemned
companions.
ln the learned language of the Dodo, the basic difference between the Queen's rule and those
of Ex-ex is that between simple linearity and status or structure. The Queen's rule treats a
queue of condemned creatures as a simple linear selies of individuals who are equal in status.
The rules of Ex-ex, by contrast, treat a queue of condemned creatures as a series with a
structure: a structure that reflects the differences in category and/or status among those who
form the queue and also the different ways in which they interrelate. This makes a Knave, for
example, different from a Pawn or a Knight. Also, it accords the dumbest Knave a higher
status --- in the dumbness hierarchy --- than the other Knaves. In terms of the rules followed
by Ex-ex, the condemned creature selected for movement to the front of the queue must
specifically be the most prominent person in some hierarchy. So, the operation of movement
specified by the rules of Ex-ex is dependent on the structure of a series of entities. In other
words, these rules have the property of structure-dependency. The Queen's rule specifies a
structure-independent operation and has the property of structure-independency, (All of this, of
course, was wasted on the Queen who, unable to get Ex-ex to behead himself, demoted him to
woodcutter.)
Which brings us to the nature of rules of sentence formation: language uses structure-dependent
syntactic rules despite the fact that they are less simple than structure-independent ones. This is
illustrated strikingly by the English rule for the formation of yes/no questions (henceforth: the
yes/no question rule) such as l5b and l6b.21
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15a

The Queen is in a purple rage

b

Is the Queen in a purple rage?

16a

The Executioner is a woodcutter now.

b

Is the Executioner a woodcutter now?

The following looks like the simplest rule for forming yes/no questions such as 15b and 16b:
Find the first occurrence of the verbal form is (or others like it), and move it to

17

the front of the sentence.
This rule is very simple indeed: it considers linear order only; it inspects the individual words
of a sentence. until it finds the first is or similar other word; that word it then moves. But rule
17 runs into trouble in the case of the yes/no questions corresponding to declarative sentences
such as !8a and l9a. Applying it in the above way, rule 17 incorrectly forms 18b and 19b as
the yes/no questions corresponding to 18a and 19a, respectively. The respective correct yes/no
questions are of course 18c and 19c:
18a

The Queen, who is dumb, is in a purple rage.

b

*Is the Queen, who dumb is, in a purple rage?

c

Is the Queen, who is dumb, in a purple rage?

19a

The Executioner, who is an intellectual, is a woodcutter now.

b

*Is the Executioner, who an intellectual, is a woodcutter now?

c

Is the Executioner, who is an intellectual, a woodcutter now?

No rule which refers to linear order alone will work in the case of yes/no questions
corresponding to complex declarative sentences that contain more than one occurrence of is (or
other similar words). For forming such complex yes/no questions, a rule in the vein of 20 is
required:
20

Find the occurrence of is (or similar words) .that is the main verb of the sentence
[i.e., the verb of its main clause], and move it to the front of the sentence.

Rule 20 --- which says the same thing as rule 3 in a different way --- is a structure-dependent
rule. It operates on expressions that are assigned a certain structure in terms of a hierarchy of
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phrases or clauses. This hierarchy in the case of 18a and 19a is partly indicated in 2la and
2!b, respectively, by means of pairs of brackets around the relevant phrases.
21a
b

[The Queen [who is dumb]] is furious.
[The Executioner [who is demanding a pay rise]] is in jail.

The main verb of complex sentences is that verb which is not embedded within brackets in
diagrams such as 2la and 21b. (The more pairs of brackets enclosing a word or phrase, the
lower/deeper down it is in the hierarchy.) The structuring of2la and 21b makes it possible for
rule 20 to find the most prominent occurrence of is (or similar other words), which this rule
then moves to the front of the sentence.
Noam Chomsky has stressed the surprising nature of the fact that human language uses
structure-dependent rules rather than linear or structure-independent ones. There is no logical
reason why this should be the case. On his view, it would be quite easy to construct languages
that use (computationally) simpler linear rules. And such languages would serve the purposes
of human language --- communication, expression of thought etc. --- perfectly well. But they
would not be human languages: for children, they would be hard to learn; for adults, they
would be r.ard to use. And so, Chomsky considers 'the principle of structure dependence' to be
'a ~ignificant, nontrivial property of human language' .22

4.3

Structure

Now that we have considered some properties of the general form of language, we next turn to
a number of the basic properties of the structures on which rules such as that for forming
yes/no questions are dependent. Some of these properties, we will see, are not restricted to

syntactic structure, but generalize to phonological structure as well.

4.3.1 Hierarchicality
It is quite natural to think of a sentence as a queue of words or, more formally, a linear string
of lexical items. Physically, of course, it is simply impossible to produce two or more (distinct)
words simultaneously; rather, (distinct) words are uttered serially --- one after the other --both in speech and writing. This is the rule even in dreamworlds. It is a rule which Alice did
try to break once, though; when she was desperate to get some service at the window of a little
shop doing duty as a post office. There we find her
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' ... taking a deep breath, and speaking so quickly that the words all rushed out together
"ldverymuchliketobuyapostagestampplease! '" [TNE 147] ·
But these words of Alice's have not really been produced 'all at once': despite rushing out at
one another's heels, they still form a queue or string.
So: in utterances, words are produced.one after the other. This makes it hard to get away from
the idea that, in sentences, words are interlinked by linear succession and by nothing more.
And, by implication, hard to get away from the idea that sentences are word queues and
nothing more. But, someone who knows about Needle's Eye World may object, there are
queues and queues, a point which Alice would whole-heartedly endorse. For. having plunged
down the tunnel leading out of the Maze in Needle's Eye World, she landed (fortunately) not
in Infinity but (less fortunately) between the Red Queen and the White Queen in the middle of
a most extraordinary queue. it was, to her surprise, a queue moving in both directions
(between two little shops). The Queens, however, accepted this as quite normal:

"'I daresay you've not had much experience of queues yet," was all the Red Queen
would reply.
"Where I come from," Alice ventured to say, "they only move in one direction."
"What a waste of a good queue!", said the Red Queen.
"That'd be like a stairway that only went up, not down."' [TNE 140]
A two-way queue may well be able to move in opposite directions. But in terms of make-up, it
is just another queue, consisting of members linked in no other way than simple left to right
succession (or right to left succession). And in this respect, sentences are essentially different.
To get a macroscopic view of how sentences are made up, we have to look, then, at the ways
in which sentences are not just strings of words hanging together like the links of a chain (or
the members of a queue). This immediately places on our agenda, believe it or not, the topic of
trees.
Trees are rather special ingredients of the dream worlds visited by Alice. For instance, the place
from which the Cheshire Cat grins down on Wonderlanders is, as you know, a tree. And if you
wonder who in Looking-Glass Country takes care of the talking flowers, you may be surprised
to hear that it is a tree, one that knows what to do when danger threatens:
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'"It could bark", said the Rose.
"It says Bough-wough!" cried a Daisy.
"That's why its branches are called boughs!"' [TLG 202]
Trees·of a special species are similarly important ingredients of the world of language: in terms
of 'their make-up, or structure, sentences are trees. To see what this means, consider the
following sentence (or, more precisely, the sentence underlying the following utterance):
22

The barking tree frightens the Cheshire Cat.

This sentence is made up of two big phrases: the Noun Phrase (NP) the barking tree and the
Verb Phrase.(VP) frightens the Cheshire Cat. That fact can be represented schematically with
the aid of what is called a tree (diagram).
23

~s~
NP

VP

~

c_/·--------~

The barking tree

frightens the Cheshire Cat

(In a tree diagram, a triangle means that the internal make-up of the phrase does not matter for
the point(s) under discussion.)
The Noun Phrase the barking tree is in turn composed of the Determiner (Det) the, the
Adjective (A) barking and the Noun (N) tree. And thr. Verb Phrase frightens the Cheshire Cat
is constructed out of the Verb (V) frightens and the Noun Phrase the Cheshire Cat. To
represent these facts schematically also, we can extend tree (32) by adding suitable branches to
it, and so forming tree 24:

24

N~s~P

~
A
N
I
I
I
the
barking
tree
Det

~NP

V

I~
the Cheshire Cat

frightens
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Finally the Noun Phrase the Cheshire Cat consists of the Determiner the and the Noun

Cheshire Cat, which we can show schematically by adding appropriate branches to 24, giving
25.

-------S--------

25

NP

N

~
A
N
barking

the

tree

VP

~
~N
Det

V

frightens

~

I

the

1

Cheshire Cat

25 roughly represents what is known as the 'phrase structure' of the sentence The barking tree

frightens the Cheshire Cat.
So: trees like 24 and 25 represent (aspects of) the plu11se structure of sentences. What is
more, such trees are built by phrase structure rules like the following:
26a
b
c

A (declarative) sentence consists of a Noun Phrase followed by a Verb Phrase.
A Verb Phrase consists of a Verb followed by an optional Noun Phrase.
A Noun Phrase consists of an optional Determint<r, followed by one or more
optional Adjectives, followed by a Noun.

d

The Noun can be an item such as the following: tree, Cheshire Cat, executioner,

axe, gardener, A lice, .....
e

The Verb can be an item such as the following: frightens, barks, beheads, .....

The phrase structures built by such rules give information on important properties of sentences,
such as the following:
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•

the smallest syntactic building blocks or constituents --- the (meaningful) lexical
units (roughly, the meaningful words), which hang from the lowest branches --and the linear order (the order from left to right) in which these smallest
constituents follow one another;

•

the lexical categories --- Determiner, Adjective, Noun, Verb --- to which the
smallest constituents belong;

"

the syntactic phrases formed by groups of words hanging together and the
syntactic categories --·- Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase --- to which these phrases
belong;

"

the hierarchical relations that hold among the various constituents: the NP and
. VP directly under (i.e., dominated directly by) the S are equally high in the
hierarchy (i.e., of equal rank); the NP directly under the S is higher in the
hierarchy than is the NP directly under the VP, and so on.

The grouping of words into phrases represents, of course, another way in which a sentence is
not a simple string of words, In a simple string, every two neighbouring words are linked
equally closely. A phrase structure is different in this respect: how closely any two adjacent
words are interrelated depends on what phrase(s) they belong to. For example, barking and

rree are closely interlinked because they are components of the same phrase. This is not so with
rree and frighrens: although they are adjacent, they are components of different phrases. So
tree andfrighrens are structurally less closely interlinked than barking and tree are_
But let us get back to the idea of a 'hierarchy', which of course is a familiar one to Lewis
Carroll fans. The social make-up of the dreamworlds he created is to a large extent
hierarchical. At the top of the hierarchy, there are the Kings and Queens who rule over the
progressively lower ranks of Duchesses, Knights, Knaves, and commoner footmen, gardners,
soldiers and so on. And, like the structure of a sentence, the make-up of the House of Cards
can be represented graphically with the aid of a tree diagram.
Recall that it is the nature of grammatical rules that requires us to think of sentences as tree
. structures rather than as simple word strings. We have seen that a rule such as the one for
forming yes/no questions just won't 'work' correctly unless sentences are thought of as having
a structure with a vertical or hierarchical dimension as well. Specifically, this rule moves is (or
similar other words) if it is the main verb of the sentence, that is to say, if is is the verb of the
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highest clause or S in the hierarchy. This is illustrated graphically by tree 27, which represents
the phrase structure of sentence !8a ( = The Queen who, is dumb, is in a purple rage).
27

VP

~pp

V

I~

is

in a purple rage

(PP = Prepositional Phrase)
the Queen
The phrase structure represented in 27 has been built with the aid of, amongst others, a
recursive rule which uses one clause (S 2) as a building block of another clause (S 1). In both

s1

and S 2 the verb is an is of the kind that can be moved to the front by the rule forming yes/no
questions. This rule, however, picks out the is in S 1 for fronting since this is is the main verb
of the sentence, being a constituent of the highest S, the matrix sentence ("mother sentence").
Though the is in S 2 is the first or leftmost is, it is ignored by the question rule because

s2

is

not the highest Sin the hierarchy.23
Before moving on to a second way in which sentences are not simple word strings, let's note
that phrase structure is a quite economical kind of structure. That is, phrase structure uses the
same limited number of phrase categories over and over in a variety of places in trees. This
point is illustrated by the variety of positions in which the No'un Phrase the barking free occurs
in the following sentences:
28a

[The barking tree] frightens the Cheshire Cat(= 22)

b

The flowers adore [the barking tree].

c

The Cat gave [the barking tree] a dismissive grin.

d

The Cat sits in [the barking tree].

e

[The barking tree]'s bark is worse than its bite.

f

The Cat sharpens its nails on the bark of [the barking tree].
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In 28a, the NP the barking tree occurs directly under the S; in 28b, it occurs directly under the
VP; in 28c, it occurs directly under the YP but has a sister NP, a dismissive grin; in 28d, it
forms part of a Prepositional Phrase along with the Preposition in; in 28e, it forms a bigger NP
along with the genitive 's; in 28f, it forms part of a bigger NP of a different kind, a possessive
NP.
This example shmvs that a tree (or, rather, the phrase structure represented by a tree) has the
property of modularity. In the words of Steven Pinker:
' ... a tree is modular, like telephone jacks or garden hose couplers. A symbol like
"NP" is like a connector or fitting of a certain shape. It allows one component (a
phrase) to snap into any of several positions inside other components (larger phrases).
Once a kind of phrase is defined by a rule and given its connector symbol, it never has
to be defined again; the phrase can be plugged in anywhere there is a corresponding
socke~. •24
lt is this plug-and-socket arrangement that makes phrase structure such an economical kind of
structure. It allows the use of the same kind of phrase in a variety of different positions in a
sentence. This, in a sense, is iike having a single cast of actors for the various acts in the
drama that unfolds in the course of Alice's visit to Wonderland. It would be pretty wasteful, to
say the leasr, to have one team of Wonderlanders playing in the Queen's croquet game, a
completely different cast acting in the Knave's trial and so on.

4.3.2 Discontinuity
Simple word strings, then, lack the vertical dimension so crucial to sentence structure. The
basic relation holding between the words in such a string is that of being next to one another --rubbing shoulders as it were --- or, to put it in terms more agreeable to the Dodo, that of
adjacency. In the preceding paragraph, however, we have already seen that two words may be
neighbours in a sentence without being closely related. (Which is a bit like Alice and the Hatter
sitting next to each other at the Mad Teaparty without being related in any deeper way.) The
absence of a deeper relation holding between two adjacent words is, of course, a consequence
of the fact that the words in a sentence form groups or phrases. But what would this mean with
regard to a sentence such as The barking tree frightens the Cheshire Cat? As is clear from tree
diagram 25, the adjacent words barking and tree are closely interlinked in the. sense that they
are constituents of the same phrase, a Noun Phrase. In the case of tree and frightens, .however,
things are different. Though adjacent, tree and frightens are constituents of different phrases, a
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Noun Phrase and a Verb Phrase respectively. So, from a structural point of view, tree and

frightens hang together less closely than barking and tree do. This is evident from the fact that,
unlike tree and frightens, barking and tree are not separated from each other by rules that form
sentences such as The Cheshire Cal is frightened by the barking tree. Clearly two words can be
linearily adjacent and yet have considerable structural distance between them.
The opposite is true too, however, which brings us to a further important difference between
trees and simple word strings. So let us renew our acquaintance with Ping and Pang, the
Siamese-Twin Cats which do everything together, including speaking. As no doubt you are
able to recall, when speaking, they collaborate to utter one and the same sentence, each doing
its bit in turn. For example:
'In a solemn voice, Ping said, "This tale (by yours-'"· "-truly) -" said Pang, ending the
modest bow begun by Ping .....
"-I have named 'The Sands ofDee' -"said Ping.
"Why that's a coincidence," said Alice loudly:
"-its heroine I have named- er, I have-" [TNE 34]
One can hardly fail to notice it: the 'stretchiness' of the ongoing utterance "This tale by yourstruly - I have named '17ze Sands of Dee' - and its heroine - its heroine I have named - er, I
have-". Or, if you like, the utterance is cut up. It is cut up in (at least) three ways: by Ping
and Pang's each in turn having a go at playing the role of speaker, by Gilbert Adair's throwing
in an aside, and by Alice's ill-timed butting in. Intruding between Ping's contribution 'I have
named "The Sands of Dee"' and Pang's contribution 'and its heroine ... its herione I have
named - er, I have -', Alice's interruption causes a discontinuity in the Ping-Pang utterance.
Because of this interruption of Alice's, words that should have been linked end to end have
been pushed away from each other.
Discontinuity comes in various kinds. The one caused by Alice's interruption is of a relatively
uninteresting kind: the interruption causing it is a factor external to the structure of the
sentence, a nonlinguistic factor. Now, however, consider the discontinuities exhibited by the
sentences 29a- d.
29a

If the Queen can

have her way, then heads will roll.

b

Either the Executioner gets on with the job

c

The Executioner will not cut the partly vanished Cat's head off.

d

The Queen hates intellectual executioners and gardeners.

QI

he gets fired.
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These discontinuities -··- unlike the discontinuity caused by Alice's interruption --- are of an
internal, structural kind: the syntactic structure of English is such that each pair of underlined
words forms part of the same discontinuous constituent, even though each pair occurs in two
non-adjacent positions.
Structural discontinuity is a pervasive property of (English) sentences. A single sentence can in
fact embody a series of interwoven discontinuities, A.. A, B.. B, C .. C, and D .. D, as is clear
from 30:

c

B

A

l.f the Queen can either get someone to cut the heads of

30

D

D

C B

. i.n.tellectual executioners and gardeners off QI force
A

the King to clap them in chains, then she will be the
happiest person in Wonderland.
Simple strings of words cannot exhibit structural discontinuity. Indeed, simple strings of words
are destroyed by such discontinuity. What is needed to keep the non-adjacent parts of
discontinuous

constituents

together

is

a

hierarchical

structure,

which

is

something

unobservable. 25
4.3.3 Long-distance dependency
Yes/no questions are not the only kind of questions used by speakers of English. This much is

clear from some of the questions fired at Alice by the Caterpillar:
3i a

Who are you?

b

What do you mean by that?

c

What size do you want to be? [AIW 67-72]

These brusque questions are examples of wh-questions. Wh-questions are sentences that, in
their first position, have either some wh-word such as who (whom, whose, what, when and so
on) or some wiJ-expression such as what size. In understanding these questions of the
Caterpillar's correctly, Alice has really done rather well. For example, in the Caterpillar's
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question What do you mean by that!, whar occurs in the first position of the sentence. But
Alice has to interpret this question as if what occurred after the verb mean, as in You mean

WHAT by that? (This last, incidentally, isn't a yes/no question either.)
That certain words or expressions have to be interpreted 'out-of-place' illustrates another
important way in which sentences are not simple word strings. But how is this kind of
interpretation possible? Let us tackle this question by considering 32-34:
32a
b

What did the Queen give to the Executioner?
The Queen gave a double-edged axe to the Executioner.

33a

Whom did the Knave sell the Queen's tarts to?

b

The Knave sold the Queen's tarts to the Hatter.

34a
b

When did the Queen make the stolen tarts?
The Queen made the stolen tarts on a summer's day.

In each of these, the a sentence is a wh-question and the b sentence is a possible answer to that
wh-question.
The above wh-questions are interesting in regard to meaning: though the wh-word occurs in the
first position of the sentence, it is understood as if it occurred much later or further down in
the sentence. Concretely, in 32a, what is understood as the direct object following the verb

gave (more on the systematic relationship between gave and did ... give presently). In 32a, that
is, what is understood in the same way as a double-edged axe in sentence 32b. Similarly, in
33a, whom occurs in the first position of the sentence but is understood as the indirect object of
the verb, that is as the Noun Phrase occurring in the final position of the sentence. This is to
say that in 33a, whom is understood in the same way as to the Hatter in 33b. And in 34a,

When is understood as a prepositional object, like on a summer's day in 33b.
But how could a wh-word occurring in the first position of a sentence be understood as a
constituent following much later in a sentence? Note, to begin with, that there is a type of
question, so-called echo questions, in which wh-words do actually occur in the position in
which they are understood to occur. To see this, consider the echo questions 35a - c, which
correspond to the wh-questions 32a, 33a and 34a, respectively:
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35a

The Queen gave WHAT to the Executioner?

b

The Knave sold the Queen's tarts to WHO(M)?

c

The Queen made the stolen tarts WHEN?

Echo questions such as 35a - c arc normally :;sed by a second speaker to express disbelief,
amazement and so on about something that has just been said by a first speaker. This second
speaker, repeating all or part of what the first speaker has said, uses a heavily stressed wh-word
in place of the constituent whose meaning is the source of his/her disbelief or amazement. 26
If sentences were simple word strings, echo questions would represent the expected case:
words or expressions are interpreted in the position in which they physically appear. Mzquestions, by contrast, would represent the unexpected case: words or expressions are
interpreted 'out of position'. As is pointed out by Noam Chomsky, however, it is common for
expressions to be interpreted in a position different from the one in which they physically
app~.r.

ln tact, Chomsky considers this kind of ('out-of-place') interpretation to be so

pervasive and widespread a property of natural language that every theory of language has to
'capture' il somehow. 27
From this phenomenon of 'out-of-place' interpretation, what do we learn about the structure of
sentences? What we learn is this, to put it non-technically: phrases that are physically far apart
can have a link between them which users of the language know about even though the link
cannot be seen or heard. Technically, this is known as (a relationship of) long-distance
dependency. For example, to be able to explain how what can be understood as the direct
object of give in the wh-question 31 a, the linguist may assume that there is an inaudible or
invisible link between what and the socket in which the Noun Phrase understood as the direct
object occurs. The linguist may assume, that is, that between what and this direct object NP,
there exists some long-distance dependency.
And just how far, you may well wonder, would a long-distance dependency be able to stretch?
Quite a distance in linguistic terms, as the wh-question 35a shows when it is compared with the
echo-question 36b.
36a

What does the Hatter say that the Queen thinks that the demoted Executioner
should use for cutting down the barking tree?

b

The Hatter says that the Queen thinks that the demoted Executioner should use
WHAT for cutting down the barking tree?
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Long--distance dependency is clearly a quite elastic sort of relation in that it can stretch over
various phrases or clauses. In this, it reminds one of the extendable tail shared by Ping and
Pang: this tail (intcr)linked the two of them, and it could stretch at least twenty paces. Yes, it
even allowed them to fight a duel with pistols, as witnessed by Alice:
'A lice watched the two Cats take up their positions back-to-back, with their tail cu.rling
up in the middle like a huge question-mark, and two very rusty old pistols clutched in
their paws.' [TNE 37-38]
And:
'Though she felt she ought to urge them against fighting, Alice was simply too curious
to know how Siamese-Twin Cats, attached at the tail, could possibly manage to march
twenty paces away from each other. So she solemnly counted "One - two - three - four
-": and as their tail gradually straightened out, then stiffened all over, she became more
curious than ever.' [TNE 38]
Since their marching was abruptly ended by a thunder storm, Alice never found out just how
elastic Ping and Pang's joint tail was. (Actually, despite the eighteen lives they had between
the two of them, they had been hoping to be able to get a thousand paces away from each other
for the pistol duel.)
Not having to contend with the disruptive intervention of events such as thunder storms,
linguists have been able to learn quite a lot about the constraints on long-distance dependencies.
Significantly, they have discovered that all long-distance dependencies in all languages are
restricted by similar 'super-rules' or universal constraints. By analyzing sentences such as 37af, they have found out that long-distance dependencies cannot just stretch from any place in a
sentence to just any other place in a sentence (in the following sentences t indicates the second
position or terminal to which the dependency stretches, the first position being that in which
the wh-word occurs).
37a

b
c

*Whom did the Knight believe the King thought that the Hatter told the March
Hare that the Queen would order the Executioner to behead t on the croquetground?
*What did the Executioner wear a top hat and t for carrying out his duties?
*Which Queen was the croquet game played on the day that t fired the
intellectual Executioner?
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d

*What is for the Executioner to get t easy?

e

*Which axe did the Queen hire a new Executioner who uses t?

f

"What did Alice wonder who would get t?28

The wh-que,stion 37a is an extremely complex sentence: it has no fewer than four (or even five)
clauses, with the long-distance dependency stretching all the way from the first to the last. So
·one could say that this wh-question was awkward because the dependency was being
'overstretched'. In the case of 37b - f, however, it is a different story: these sentences are far
less complex. This means that their ungrammaticality is caused, not by their "length" or rather
degree of complexity, but by other aspects of their structure. The wh-word/expression has been
moved out of a coordinate structure --- [a top hat and !] --- in the case of 37b; out of a
sentential complement to a Noun --- [that r fired the intellectual Executioner] --- in 37c; out of
sentential subject --- [for the executioner to get t] --- in 37d; out of a relative clause --- [who
uses t] --- in37e; and out of an indirect question --- [who would get t] --- in 31 f. Languages
are subject to 'super-rules' or universal constraints which forbid moving a wh-word/expression
out of these structures (or, alternatively, which say that long distance dependencies cannot
stretch from a wh-word/expression at the beginning of a sentence to the position occupied by
....; ..

£).29 But, to close this paragraph, let us repeat its two main points. Firstly, sentences are able
to· incorporate long-distance dependencies. Secondly, this ability of sentences makes them
essentially unlike (simple) word strings. In a (simple) word string, after all, the words merely
inte.rlink neighbour-to-neighbour, like the links of a chain.
4.3.4 Transformation
'Out-of-place' interpretation and long-distance dependency, we have seen, are two sides of the
same phenomenon. And we have noted that Noam Chomsky considers 'out-of-place'
interpretation to be such a pervasive and widespread property of natural language that every
theory of language has to 'capture' it Chomsky's theory of language does this in a way that
makes sentences even less like simple word chains --- which is the point we will be pursuing in
this paragraph.
Here is the essence of Chomsky's proposal: in the case of a phrase that is interpreted 'out-ofplace', there exists a relation of transformation between the phrase in the position where it is
interpreted and the position where it physically appears. Specifically, he argues, there is an
operation th<1t (in some sense) moves the expression from the place of its physical occurrence
to the place of its interpretation. In this latter position, moreover, this operation, called a
(syntactic) transformation, leaves an inaudible and invisible copy of the moved phrase. This
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copy is called a trace, represented by the symbol t. What this involves in a concrete case, that
of the wh-question 32a, is roughly shown in 38.
38

What did the Queen give t to the Executioner?
t__wh-movement __j

In 38, wh-movement represents the operation or transformation that moves what out of the
direct object .position --- where a trace t is left behind --- to the front of \he sentence. 30
But 38 oversimplifies the matter in an important way, one that can be illustrated with the aid of
the 'removement transformation' routinely carried out by the Executioner in the line of his
duties. This operation --- beheading --- involves two states, a 'before' or input state and an
'after' or output state. In the 'before' state, the victim's head is in its original position; in the
'after' state, .its head is in a '(re)moved' position. And if one wished to make a drawing of
someone in these two states, a single picture would not be able to do the job. Two would be
required: one of the 'before' state and one of the 'after' state.
Much of this carries over to syntactic (movement) transformations. Contrary to what 38
suggests, the movement operation in question involves two states: a 'before' or input state and
an 'after' or output state. In the 'before' state what is in the direct object position; in the 'after'
state, however, it is in the position at the front of the sentence. And these two states cannot be
described with the aid of a single tree diagram. Two are required: one, such as 39a, to
represent the· 'before' state, and another, such as 39b, to represent the 'after' state.
39a

V

the Queen

I

gave

NP

pp

I

~

what

to the Executioner
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~~PP
/uVNP

b

wha(

the Queen

gLe

I

~

(39b has to undergo a further operation to replace gave by did .... give. We need not here,
however, concern ourselves with this operation. Nor do we need to go into the nature of the
socket that what is moved to or :nto the nature of the branch linking this socket to S.)
The important point illustrated by 39a and b is that the structure of wh-questions cannot be
characterized with the aid of a single phrase structure tree alone. Two are required. The first-- exemplified by 39a --·· represents what Noam Chomsky has called the underlying or deep
structu.re of

;l

wh-question. The second tree --- exemplified by 39b --- represents the

superficial or surface structure of a wh-question. This means that wh-questions have a
(different) stmcture at (each of) two syntactic levels. This idea has, moreover, been
generalized by Chomsky to all sentences. In other words, evety sentence has at least two,
differing, syntactic structures: an underlying or deep structure (tree) and a superficial or
surface structure (tree). The deep structure (tree) of a sentence is built by phrase structure
rules. One or more syntactic

transformation~

(or transformational rules) each move some

phrase of the deep structure (tree) to form the surface structure (tree) of the sentence. A
scientific description of a language which uses not only phrase structure rules . but also
transformational rules is called a transformational grammar. 3!
This brings us to two more ways in which sentences are not simple word strings --- that is, if
Chomsky's theory of transformational grammar is correct. First, a simple word string is a
single-storey string. ln having both a deep and a surface structure, a sentence is by contrast a
double-storey structure. Second, in a word string every link/word has to be physically there. A
word string cannot contain 'missing' links/words. If a link/word is removed, the string is
destroyed. Sentences, we have seen, are different in this regard too. A word like what can be
moved out of its original position, without the sentence collapsing into a jumble of unconnected
words. The 'vacated' position, as we have seen, is filled by a trace: a non-physical item that
has been aptly characterized as 'a sort of unproduced pronoun'. Although traces are
unpronounced (by speakers), listeners detect them when they process sentences and use them
unconsciously in interpreting the wiz-words/expressions in whose position the traces have been
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left behind. Traces assist listeners in understanding sentences by reminding them of the role--direct object, indirect object and so on--- that the moved phrases are playing. 32
Traces, then, resemble the grin of the Cheshire Cat in a way:
'"All right," said the Cat; and this time it vanished quite slowly, beginning with the end
of the tail, and ending with the grin, which remained some time after the rest of it had
gone.' [AJW 90]
As the Cat's grin marks the place from where it has disappeared, so traces mark the position
from which wiz-words have been moved. But traces are less curious things than the Cat's grin.
Or at least would be to A lice, who thought:
"'Wel.l! ['ve often seen a cat without a grin ... but a grin without a cat! It's the most
curious thing I ever saw in all my life!"' [AJW90]
In Wonderland, grins could clearly be cut loose from 'grinners' to _lead a life of their own. In
sentences, however, there remains an invisible and inaudible link between a trace and the word
or phrase whose trace it is. Otherwise people simply would not be able to interpret whquestions such as those considered above. It is this link, then, that makes it possible for Alice
to correctly understand the Caterpillar's 'Who are you?', 'What do you mean by that?' and
other wh-questions.
In sum: sentences differ in important ways from simple strings of words that are connected like
links in a chain: (i) sentences are structured in a vertical or hierarchical dimension too; (ii)
words are grouped in phrases, with the result that adjacent words may be structurally far apart;
(iii) sentences e"hibit discontinuities, with the result that non-adjacent· words may be
structurally closely linked; (iv) sentences contain long-distance dependencies, allowing words
or phrases to be interpreted 'out-of-place'; (v) sentences have two levels of phrase structure;
(vi) sentences can have building blocks that are not audible or visible. The vast majority of
linguists will agree that sentences exhibit properties (i) - (iv). But about the status of (v) and
(vi) linguists have disagreed amongst themselves in a way that makes one think of the battle
fought by the Letters of the Alphabet in Needle's Eye World:
'First into the fray were the A's and the V's. They lunged out at each other, pointed
edges to the fore, reminding Alice of some pictures she had chanced to see in one of
their cousin's books, of Knights jousting in medieval tournaments. Then the K' s started
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to snap at everything in sight with their sharp little jaws. The P's propelled themselves
across the room like cannonballs, making a strange humming noise as they flew by.
And theE's and I's combined forces by changing into tridents and puncturing all those
letters, like the C's and G's and U's, whose soft curves made them vulnerable to their
attack.' [TNE 179-180]
The battle about the existence of a level of deep structure, of transformational rules and of the
traces left by such rules has of course been fought by supporters and opponents of Noam
Chomsky. Recently, however, things have taken an interesting turn, with Chomsky himself
exploring the possibility of eliminating both the level of deep and the level of surface structure.
In his recent view, it is not conceptually necessary to attribute these levels of representation to
language.33 For Chomsky to take this new stance is on a par with Alice's telling the Letters of
the Alphabet that what they have been fighting about is a non-issue. (According to Lord X,
though, there. was a real issue: "'Why ... must such fme, upstanding letters of the Alphabet as
V, W, X, Y and Z ... always suffer because of our position in the scheme of things? Why ...
must we always come /cm?'" [TNE 175-176])

4.3.5 Pervasiveness of structuring
Certain properties that distinguish a sentence from a simple word string are not restricted to
syntactic structure. Interestingly, they characterize phonological structure too, which means
that they are pervasive properties of language. We approach these properties by having a
second look at the sentence which Alice had to utter so rapidly in order to get some service at
the little shop selling stamps. Gilbert Adair, you may recall, represents this sentence as
follows:
39

Idverymuchliketobuyapostagestampplease!

Now, 39 may suggest that a sentence or a word is a simple string of speech sounds at the level
of phonology. This idea, however, would be wrong. Why?
Consider the word argumenration (it denotes a form of interaction at which Humpty, Alice and
the Caterpillar excelled). Phonologically, this word is not a simple sequence of speech sounds
represented (by the various letters) in 40.
40

a r g u m e n t a t io n
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Phonologically, argumentarion, rather, has the structure represented in 41.
Word form

41
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Diagram 41 makes it clear that, like the syntactic structure of a sentence, the phonological
structure of a word has the shape of a two-dimensional tree. More concretely, words are made
up phonologically in the following way:
"

Speech sounds are pronounced in groups known as syllables (represented by
'Syl' in 41) which have two components: an optional onset ('On' in 41) and an
obligatory rhyme ('Rh' in 41) which, in turn, is made up of an obligatory
nucleus ('Nu' in 41) and an optional coda ('Co' in 41).

"

A sequence of syllables consisting of a stressed syllable followed by one or more
unstressed syllables is grouped into rhythmic units known as feet;

.,

Feet combine to make up word forms.

The phonological structure of words, m a nutshell, has the form of a hierarchy in which
smaller units are grouped at various levels or tiers into larger units. In short: hierarchies,
groups and levels characterize the organization of both syntactic structure and phonological
structure. 34
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4.4

Use

From the point of view of function, so we have seen, language is a means or procedure of
converting messages into utterances and vice versa. And we have found language to be quite
productive as a means of doing this: in principle, there is no human thought or message that
cannot be converted with the aid of language into an acceptable utterance and vice versa. This
productivity of language might tempt one to conclude that the form of language will in the
most fundamental respects be determined by function or use. But such a conclusion would be
mistaken, which is the point we will be taking up below.

4.4.1 Autonomy
Lewis Carroli accommodates his dreamworld creatures in a variety of amazing houses. In
Wonderland 9lone, there is the house with the hall that Alice could get out of through a fifteeninch-high door only, the little house (only about four feet high) whose front door is watched
over by a piscine footman, the house whose door is in a tree, and, of course, the March Hare's
house:
she [i.e., Alice) thought it must be the right house, because the chimneys were
shaped like ears and the roof was thatched with fur.' [AIW 91)
Out of this funny house, one feels, Lewis Carroll could have gained a lot more dreamworld
mileage. Particularly from the ear-shaped chimneys. Ears, of course, have a function: they are
there for hearing, especially if they are as large as a hare's. But, for some reason, Lewis
Carroll missed out on the opportunity of making the March Hare's house one that could hear
and talk. A hearing and talking house would have been something really special. Just think of
all the amazing things that such a house would be able to do: from eavesdropping to
stonewalling! The ear-shaped chimneys of the March Hare's house are not, however,
functionally well motivated features of the place. Their one and only function, in fact, is to
identify ('(ear)mark') the house as the March Hare's, a point that we will return to below.
Language has formal features that remind one of these ear-shaped chimneys, features lacking
functional motivation. And some are of a quite significant sort. Such as structure-dependency.
You will recall that, on Chomsky's view, structure-dependent rules are computationally more
complex than structure-independent ones. And that Chomsky thinks a language using simpler
rules --- simpler by virtue of being structure-independent or linear --- would be quite easy to
construct. Significantly, Chomsky moreover thinks that:
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'This language would function perfectly well for purposes of communication,
expression of thought, or other uses 6f language.'
This means that, for Chomsky, the structure-dependency of language is not required by, and
consequently is unmotivated in terms of, the functions and uses of language. But he
nevertheless assigns structure-dependency the status of 'a signiticant, nontrivial property of
human language'. No animal language is characterized by structure-dependency. This means
that structure-dependency plays the same role as the earcshaped chimneys or the fur roof of the
March Hare's house, that of discrimination. It sets language apart from other, non-human
systems of communication, expression and so on.
Structure-dependency, you will recall, is a property of the general form of language. But this is
not the reason why it lacks motivation in terms of the functions or uses of language. The shape
of specific building blocks of language--- or 'structural components' of language as the Dodo
would have insisted on calling them --- is similarly unmotivated from the point of view of
function. As a case in point, take the rule for forming wh-questions. As regards form, it is a
movement rule. But the meaning or use of wh-questions does not require a rule that performs a
movement operation. "Wh-questions-would express their meaning, or perform their function,
equally well if they were formally constructed in a completely different way. Like having (a
normally stressed) wh-word or expression in the position of the questioned constituent. (A whquestion formed in this way would differ from a corresponding echo question in regard to the
degree of emphasis placed on the wh-wi:Jrd/expression only. As a matter of fact, some
languages form their wh"questions in just this way. In Korean, for example, the wh-question
corresponding to "Which college do you 1hink tha1 Chelsoo went to? is the literal equivalent of

You Chelsoo which college went think?, with the wh-expression which college appearing
(unmoved) in the middle of the question.
As regards the direction of the movement carried out by the rule of wh-movement, one could
equally well have a rule of wh-movement that moved the wh-word/expression to the end rather
than to the beginning of the sentence. Which is to say that the direction of the movement is not
required by the function or use of the rule. Similar observations may be made regarding the
rule for forming yes/no questions, another rule whose function in no way requires it to be a
movement rule. 35
What has been said above about structure-dependency and about the two rules of question
formation applies to much of the general form of language and the form of the specific
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structures used by it. Here is the essence of the matter; linguistic form is generally
autonomous from function or use. Function or use and linguistic form are in general linked in
an arbitrary way, as we have seen above in connection with individual words too.3 6 To
understand the qualification 'in general', let us return to the March Hare's house, with its earshaped chimneys and fur roof. This house would have been a lot queerer, had it belonged to
someone else, to the Hatter for instance. Why? In a way, it is natural for a March Hare to live
in a house with chimneys shaped like ears and a roof thatched with fur. These features of the
house resemble certain features of the Hare. That is, certain features of the house and certain
features of its occupant are linked hy a relation of iconicity. This relation, of course, does not
link the March Hare's house to the Hatter. A hat-shaped house would have been a more natural
kind of dwelling for the Hatter.
In restricted areas, linguistic form and meaning are likewise said to resemble each other or to
be linked to _each other in terms of iconicity. For example, in certain kinds of expressions,
form and meaning resemble each other in a quantitative way: an increase in form corresponds
with an increase of what is referred to via meaning. The reduplicative constructions or
reduplications used by certain languages are a case in point. For example:
A verb is reduplicated to express repeated or continued action. In Tzeltal, -pik

"

means 'to touch it lightly'; -pikpik means 'to touch it lightly repeatedly'.
"

A noun is reduplicated to express increased number or quantity. In Mandarin,

ren means 'man' ; renren means 'everybody'.
An adjective is reduplicated to express greater intensity of a quality. In Thai, dii

"

means 'to be good'; dfidii means 'to be extremely good'.
ln English, too, more form can signify more of what is meant. This is illustrated by the
following sentences:
40a

The cruel Queen has a passion for beheadings.

b

The cruel, cruel Queen has a passion for beheadings.

c

The cruel, cruel, cruel Queen has a passion for beheadings.

The expressions cruel, cruel in 40b and cruel, cruel, cruel in 40c are lexical repetitions: each
repetition of cruel represents an increase in form which corresponds with an increase (or
intensification) in what is meant.
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The link between form and meaning in reduplications or repetitions is undeniably of a less
arbitrary, more natural sort. But what we have here is an extremely general, hence quite weak,
kind of iconicity. An increase in form may mean an increase not in one particular dimension
only, but in various dimensions, including action, number, quality and so on. What is more,
the meanings 'continued or repeated action', 'increased number or quantity' and 'greater
intensity in quality' can be expressed by other linguistic means than the reduplication or
repetition of a form. That is, these meanings are not linked in terms of necessity to forms
created by means of reduplication, The meaning 'increased number', for example, can be
expressed in a functionally arbitrary way by means of a numeral (two, ten, many, etc.), an
affix (-s,

~en),

a syntactic phrase (more than one) and so on. Using any of these linguistic

means in order to convey that meaning is like having a brass plate with the inscription 'March
Hare' on its front door to identify the Hare's house. Iconic features such as ear-shaped
chimneys and a fur roof are not necessary means for identifying houses either. 3?

4.4.2 Unusability
Ear-shaped chimneys will in all likelihood make for a pretty poor sort of chimney, unable to
suck out smoke effectively. After all, such chimneys have not been designed for performing
this function. Likewise, a fur roof may be rather useless when it comes to keeping a house dry.
In general, it might seem, things whose form was not functionally fully motivated should be
expected to be highly usable. Is this so with language?
As far as productivity is concerned, we have found language to be a good instrument for
converting messages into utterances and vice versa. But from other functional perspectives,
language is 'unusable to a considerable degree' or 'badly adapted to use', according to Noam
Chomsky. On the one hand, many expressions provided by our language cannot be easily
'handled' bY' what he calls our 'performance systems', that is by our speech production and
speech comprehension systems. And it is not only highly complex sentences such as 4la that
are hard to process; seemingly short and simple ones such as 4lb and care, too:
41a

Never imagine yourself not to be other-wise-than what might appear to others
that what you were or might have been was not otherwise than what you had
been would have appeared to than to be otherwise. [AIW 122]

b

The Queen hit the hedgehog hit it.

c

Alice did not want the Cat not to promise not to vanish again.
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You may recall that 4la was spoken to Alice by the Duchess, who went on to rephrase it as Be
what you would seem ro be in order to make it more understandable to the struggling Alice.
4lb, in turn, is a reduced form of the more easily processible The Queen who was hit the
hedgehog hit the (same) hedgehog. 4lc is hard to process because of the complex way in which
the three nots are interlinked. Clearly, language provides for a vast number of sentences that
are very hard, if not impossible, to use.
On the other hand, Chomsky points out that unusability cuts across deviance. Some deviant or
ungrammatical expressions are perfectly understandable, hence usable. This is illustrated by
such utterances as those produced by the Diamonds, whom we met in par. 3.3.2 above:
42a

*It's a quarrelling gardeners, they are.

b

*The Cook remembered when she hurts herself the other day.

c

*The Gardeners paint four rose.

Conversely, there are non-deviant sentences that are quite hard to understand. Many
grammatical sentences pose conceptual difficulties that speaker-hearers cannot process in their
stride. To convince yourself of this, do have a go at interpreting the following sentences
(which are about (the name ot) a melancholy song sung by the White Knight}:
43a

Though the name of the song is called Haddocks' Eyes, the song's name really is

The Aged Aged Man.
b

Though the song's name really is The Aged Aged Man, the song is called Ways

c

Though the song is called Ways and Means, the song really is A-sitting On A

d

Though the song Is called Ways and Means, the name of the song is called

and Means.
Gate.
Haddocks' Eyes.
Perhaps, like Alice, you may fmd these sentences hard to understand, even though none of
them are ungrammatical. Nor do any of them pose perceptual problems of the kind that arise in
the processing of sentences 42a-c.
Why, then, are sentences 43a-d so hard to interpret? The problem, you may think, is one of
contradiction. Considered individually, each seems to contain an internal contradiction. And
considered collectively, they seem to contradict each other. The actual problem, however, is
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not one of contradiction, a point which emerges from the following conversation between Alice
and The White Knight:
'"The name of the song is called Haddocks' Eyes" [said the Knight]
"Oh, that's the name of the song, is it?" Alice said, trying to feel interested.
"No, you don't understand," the Knight said, looking a little vexed.
"That's what the name is called. The name really is 'T7w Aged Aged Man.'"
"Then I ought to have said 'That's what the song is called'?" Alice corrected herself.
"No, you oughtn't: that's quite another thing! The song is called 'Ways And Means':
but that's only what it's called, you know!"
"Well, what is the song, then?" said Alice, who was by this time completely
bewildered.
"I was coming to that," the Knight said. "The song really is 'A-sitting On A Gate': and
the tune's my own invention.'" [7LG 306]
From this intriguing interchange, it is clear that the sentences 43a-d are contradictory neither
individually nor as a group. Rather, understanding them is hard because of the way they tax
our conceptual system. Specifically, to be able to understand them, we have to draw a series of
rather fme conceptual distinctions, including the following three:
"

the name of the song vs. the song itself;

"

what the name is vs. what the name is called;

"

what the song is vs. what the song is called.

If these distinctions are 'kept in mind', the meaning of sentences in 43a-d can be worked out.
But there lies the rub. 'Keeping these distinctions in mind' requires extremely hard conceptual
labour. Which is to say that sentences 43a-d, though grammatical, fall short of being usable.
Had language been designed so as to be highly usable, we would not have the crossclassification· illustrated above: deviant sentences would be relatively hard to understand, hence
relatively unusable. And nondcviant sentences would be relatively easy to understand, hence
usable. Chomsky, incidentally, does not consider the unusability of language to interfere with
linguistic communication. Speakers and hearers have similar languages and performance
systems. So it is generally the case that, what speakers can say, hearers can understand. 38
To sum up, we need to note two contrasting points. On the onehand, language is strikingly
productive in having the potential to match any message or thought which someone can
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conceptualize with an acceptable utterance and vice versa. On the other hand, language is not
fully usable. in that its productive potential provides for many pairings of messages and
uttemnces that the performance and conceptual/cognitive systems of speaker-hearers cannot
readily process.

4.5

Substance

Whilst pausing for refreshments in the course of their fight, the Lion and the Unicorn met
Alice where she was having a conversation with the King and his Messengers. Both fighters
were more than a bit puzzled about what Alice was:
'"What's this!" [the Lion] said blinking lazily at Alice, and speaking in a deep hollow
tone that sounded like the tolling of a great bell.
"Ah, what is it, now?" the Unicorn cried eagerly. "You'll never guess! I couldn't."
The Lion looked at Alice wearily. "Are you animal - or vegetable -or mineral?" he
said, yawning after every other word.' [TLG 289]
The Lion's second question illustrates another one of the dimensions that one has to take into
account when trying to come to grips with the nature of something: the dimension of substance
(or stuff). Below, then, we will be concerned with the question 'What is the substance of (a)
language?' f'Ne won't tind it --- I can assure you --- to be animal, vegetable or mineral! Nor
'fabulous monster', a fourth possibility suggested by the Unicorn with reference to Alice.)
The ingredients of the world of language that we have examined so far vary in regard to
substance. Some of these linguistic entities are physical ones: the signals of spoken utterances,
for example, are phonic in substance. Others we have found to be mental ones: the various
language capacities form part of the human mind. Still others are compound in regard to
substance: the intentional acts making up language behaviour are complex in having both a
mental side (made up of the stuff of intentions) and a physical side (made up of the stuff of
actions). In short, the world of language draws its substances from various ontological
domains, including the physical and the mental.
But what is the substance of (a) language itself? Many scholars will consider this to be an open
question. The divergent answers suggested to it are too complex to survey and appraise here.
Since much of the recent discussion has been stimulated by Noam Chomsky's thinking, let's
consider this in outline: 39
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Chomsky's position on the nature of (a) language includes two basic ideas that bear directly on
the question about the substance of language. On the one hand, he considers language to be
something mental. He arrives at this position by identifying language with knowledge of
language, which he takes to be a cognitive system represented in the mind. More specifically,
as we saw in par. 3.2.3, a speaker-hearer's knowledge of a particular language is considered
by Chomsky to be an attained state of a certain mental faculty: the language faculty. This
means that Chomsky considers a particular language such as English to be something mental in
regard to substance. The same goes for language in general. In par. 3.3, we saw that what is
loosely called 'language in general' is taken by Chomsky to be somehow embodied in the
language acquisition capacity. In his thinking, this capacity is simply the initial state of the
language faculty.
On the other. hand, Chomsky considers the possibility of language being something abstract.
In particular, he explores the idea that language is an abstract object, the object of knowledge
of language. As an abstract object (a) language, for Chomsky, is an image of the generative
procedure represented in the mind. By means of the term 'abstract', Chomsky wishes to
indicate that a particular language is abstracted (or 'drawn off') from the attained state of the
language faculty, whilst language in general is abstracted from the initial state of .this faculty. It
is, however, unclear to Chomsky whether the step of abstracting (a) language, from a state of
the language faculty is motivated. His doubts spring from his assumption that the properties of
(a) language are determined completely by those of the relevant state of the language faculty.
For Chomsky, accordingly, (an) abstract(ed) language is not characterized by any properties or
principles that do not also characterize the mental state that it has been abstracted from. 40
But suppose that (a) language were an abstract object. What could its substance then be? What
is the nature of the stuff denoted by 'abstract(ness)'? Obviously it cannot be nothingness, the
nature of which Alice contemplated with some alarm when suffering yet another bout of severe
shrinking:
'First, however, she waited for a few minutes to see if she was going to shrink any
further: she felt a little nervous about his; "for it might end, you know," said Alice to
herself, "in my going out altogehter, like a candle. I wonder what I should be like
then?~'

And she tried to fancy what the flame of a candle looks like after the candle is

blown out, for she could not remember ever having seen such a thing.' [AIW 32]
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Nor does 'abstract(ness)' in the sense used by Chomsky denote the substance of objects that are
abstract in a Platonic sense. Such objects --- including ideas such as 'The Good', 'The
Beautiful' and 'The Just' --- are taken to be neither physical nor mental. They are spaceless;
they are placeless; they are timeless; they do not change; they can neither be caused by
something nor cause anything. Some mathematicians believe numbers to be entities of this
abstract Platonic sort. And some linguists have put forward. the view that sentences are such
abstract objects, taking languages to be collections of sentences. Chomsky, however, has
rejected this view for various reasons, two of which are particularly relevant here. First, he
sees no plausibility in the idea that languages can exist as Platonic objects independent of
mental states of individuals. How people would be able to acquire and use languages if they
were abstract Platonic objects is not clear. Nor how languages would be able to change, which
they do all the time. Second, Chomsky argues that the collections made up by sentences --i.e., the individual languages --- do not have clearly detined boundaries. He observes that it is
unclear in the case of many semi-grammatical expressions --- e.g., Give it me, The child seems
sleeping --- whether they are inside or outside the set of sentences supposed to make up a
language. 41
There are also non-Platonic ways of thinking of abstract objects. But it has not yet proved
possible to coherently portray language as something abstract in terms of any of these. Which
leaves us in a rather uncomfortable position if we find that it makes conceptually good sense to
think of language as an object of knowledge, an object that has been abstracted from a mental
state. An object that has been abstracted from a mental state could hardly be something mental
itself. The abstractness arrived at in this way is as hard to "picture" as the nowhereness with
which Tweedledee operates:
'"He [= the King]'s dreaming now, said Tweedledee: "and what do you think he's
dreaming about?"
Alice said: "Nobody can guess that."
"Why, about you!" Twecdledee exclaimed, clapping his hands triumphantly.
"And if he left off dreaming about you, where do you suppose you'd be?"
"Where I am now, of course," said A lice
"Not you!" Tweedledee retorted contemptuously. "You'd be nowhere. Why, You're
only a sort of thing in his dream!"' [TLG 238]
Which isn't to say that language is made of the same stuff as entities in the dreams of people
who have woken up! (What would the substance be of the language spoken by such people in
their dreams?) 42
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Suppose that Chomsky' s first idea is right. Suppose, in other words, that language is something
mental. What would be the nature of mental stuff? How would mental stuff differ from
material stuff or, for short, matter? Recently, Chomsky has addressed these and related
questions from an interesting and unusual perspective. To begin with, he denies that the mental
is some 'ghost-like' substance which is distinct from matter. And he denies that the mind is
distinct and separate from the body (or brain). To be able to maintain this view, he argues, one
must have a definite, properly-demarcated concept of 'body' and of 'matter'. The Cartesians
had such a concept. It took the form of a kind of contact mechanics that was restricted to the
ways in which physical entities interact by pushing, pulling, colliding and so on. Only entities
that interacted in such ways were considered to be material or 'bodily' entities.
But this concept of 'body' collapsed when the Isaac Newton ( 1642 - 1727) put forward his
theory of physical phenomena --- a theory justly famous in its day for the correctness of its
highly precise predictions, for its conceptual coherence and for the comprehensiveness of its
factual coverage. The Cartesian concept of 'body' collapsed because Newton, in order to
account for phenomena as (seemingly) diverse as the tides of the sea and the motions of the
planets, appealed to a principle of 'action at a distance'. Such action is caused by a force that
could not exist within the limits of Cartesian mechanics, that is within what is possible in terms
of the Cartesian concept of 'matter' or 'body'. And, indeed, this force was at first believed to
be a 'mysterious principle' or worse, an 'occult force'. No doubt you find that belief curious.
After all, even Alice, who is only a young girl, understands her plunge down the rabbit hole as
an event governed by the law of gravity. But then, you see, both you and Alice beneftt from a
discovery made only relatively recently: that the problem lies not in the 'occultness' of the
force of gravity but, instead, in the limitations of the Cartesian theory of matter or the body.
So the Cartesian theory of matter has been abandoned. Its abandonment, what is more, has a
consequence which is highly important to us. Here is how this consequence is described by
Chomsky:
'We no longer have a definite concept of body. Rather, the theory of body- or physics
- now includes whatever concepts are necessary to account for events in the physical
world: forces, massless particles, waves, strings in 10-dimensional space, or whatever.
We can therefore no longer coherently ask whether some phenomenon falls outside the
range of 'body'. We can only ask whether our current concepts of 'body' are adequate
to account for this phenomenon; ... :43
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This means that we now have an open-ended concept of 'body' or 'matter'. And whatever
scientists discover in the pursuit of normal scientific practice about the body or the mind
becomes part of matter or the material world. Hence, it is not possible to take the mental to be
a substance distinct from the material.
Language, accordingly, is something material in Chomsky's recent thinking. And, from this
perspective, the language faculty is part of the body, a conclusion which may come as a
surprise to the White Knight and people sharing his views on the relation between the mind and
the body. As you may recall, this Knight--- the one whose mind goes on working even when
he hangs head down into ditches --- believes that one talks with one's mind rather than with
one's body. But if one's 111ind turns out to be part of one's body, .... 4 4

4.6

The n:acroscope

Perhaps you have been wondering all along why we have looked above at language(s) from the
perspective of certain dimensions rather than others. And why, within the former dimensions,
we have focused on ..:ertain properties rather than others. For instance, why haven't we
considered language(s) from the perspective of diversity? From this perspective, we would find
language to be manifested in a rich profusion of varieties: full individual languages, social and
regional dialects, idiolects, styles, registers, sublanguages used by certain professions, recently
born marginal languages such as pidgins, simplified languages of children still in the process of
acquiring their mother tongue, interlanguages developed by people in the process of acquiring a
second language, the language-in-attrition of people unleaming a first or second language,
dying languages with a rapidly dwindling number of speakers and so on. Surely, in view of
such diversity, variability might have been considered for membership of the class of salient
properties of language? Or, to take another example, why haven't we looked at language(s)
from the perspective of change? If we did, we would find languages to be changing all the
time; so, another candidate for the status of salient property might well have been
changeability. 45
To arrive at answers to questions such as these, it won't help us to study the nature of language
more closely. Rather, we have to inspect the macroscope through which we have studied
language. Such inspection will reveal it to be a macroscope of a particular design: one fitted
with Chomskyan lenses. Which means that we have conducted our macroscopic study of
language(s) --- and of various other important architectural features of the world of language -- within a conceptual framework compatible with Noam Chomky's thinking. And this thinking
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focuses more sharply on certain dimensions (e.g., form and structure) and certain properties
(e.g., structure-dependency and long-distance dependency) than on other dimensions (e.g.,
diversity and change) and other properties (e.g., variability and changeability). The former
dimensions and properties, Chomsky believes, are more crucial than the latter ones to our
understanding of the nature of language(s).
This belief may of course be wrong. Which implies that, as we peer through our Chomskyan
macroscope, we run the risk of getting an unfocused, blurred or distorted image of the nature
of language(s). Risks of this kind, though, are by no means unique to Chomskayn linguistics.
We run such risks whenever and where-ever we study objects that we cannot inspect directly
by using our senses only. Language and languages are just such objects: they cannot be studied
without the aid of fmely ground conceptual lenses. And it is simply impossible to grind
conceptual lenses in a way that will guarantee their users some distortion-free, 'completely
neutral', image of the objects under investigation.
For inspecting language(s), Chomskyan macroscopes ---and microscopes as well--- are among
the best that one could use at present. As has been noted by John Lyons, a linguist respected
for his balanced judgement:
' ... the influence of Chomsky's thought continues to be dominant in any branch of
linguistics that aspires to theoretical status. · 46
And:
his [i.e., Chomsky's] work has inspired, and continues to inspire an immense
amount of research and discussion in any and every discipline that bears at all on the
nature of language and mind. ,47
These comments of Lyons's lead us right on to the link between Noam Chomsky and Lewis
Carroll: considered from the viewpoint of creativity, they are 'two of a kind'. When it comes
to designing dreamworlds, Lewis Carroll is in a class of his own. Which is just what Noam
Chomsky turns out to be when
language(s).

i~

comes to designing conceptual lenses for the study of
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Notes to Chapter 4
In note 5 appended to the text, readers are told that 'Mock turtle soup is an imitation of
green turtle soup, usually made from veal. This explains why Tenniel [the original
illustrator of the Alice stories] drew his Mock Turtle with the head, hind, hoofs and tail
of a calf.' [AIW 124]
2

See par. 3. I. I. I above.

3

The phonological structure of the third box corresponds to what is indicated as the

4

See par. 3. 1. l. 2 above.

5

This also applies to writte.n and signed language, two secondary means of behaving

'phonetic plan' in Figure I in par. 3.1.1.1 above.

linguistically. For some discussion of the relation between speaking and writing, see
par. 2.3.2 above. And for some observations on the relation(s) between spoken
utterances, written utterances and signed utterances, see par. 1.1.1.
6

For a recent functional characterization of language as a means of conversion,
translation or mapping, see in particular Jackendoff 1994:39-43. As noted by Chomsky
(1994c:49), this kind of functional characterization of language is anticipated in the
traditional conception of a language as 'a way to speak and understand'. Some linguists
have tried to capture the nature of language by portraying it metaphorically as a
(conversion) 'code'. For instances of this portrayal, see, for example, Lyons 1981:1724, Jackendoff 1990:737 and, more recently, Pinker 1994:87ff.

7

For the former characterizations by Chomsky, see Chomsky 1988b:5, 1994c:49. For
the Humboldtian roots of these characterizations, see Chomsky 1988b:4. For further
discussion of the generative nature of language, see also Bloom 1994, Corballis 1994.
In par. 4.2.5 below we will return to the idea of the infinity of language.

8

For some of the reasons for introducing two levels of syntactic structure, see par. 4.3.4
below. Chomskyan linguists have argued that, in order for linguistic theories to achieve
explanatory adequacy, the informal power or richness has to be restricted. On the
speciftcs of this view, see Chomsky 1986:51, 52-53, 1994a: 1-4, Bot ha 1989:169-170.

9

For some discussion of the productivity of language, see Lyons 198la:22-23, 230-231.
The conception of productivity expounded by Lyons is narrower than the one that we
have considered above. On the use of the notion of 'effability' in this context, see, for
example, Katz 1981:225-226, Akmajian et al. 1990:7.

10

For a discussion of the arbitrary nature of the relation between the form and meaning of
words, see Saussure 1983:67-69, Lyons 1977:70-71, 101-105, 1981a:l9-20. Saussure
took a linguistic sign to be a unit with two 'opposite sides' ---a signifying side or sound
image and a signified side or concept--- linked by a relation of arbitrariness. For the
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distinction between symbols and icons, see Peirce 1933, Part II:249, Lyons 1977:99105. Denoting a particular kind of relation between the forms and the meanings of
words, the term arbitrariness is used in a narrow sense. As noted by Lyons (1977:7071), the term is used in a wider sense as well to 'describe any feature of [language] that
cannot be said to derive from the properties of the channel along which language is
normally transmitted, from the physiological and psychological mechanisms employed
in the production or reception of language or from the. functions language is called upon
to perform'.
11

For some discussion of the 'advantages' and 'disadvantages' of 'the principle of the
arbitrariness of the linguistic sign', see, for example, Traugott and Pratt 1980:4-5,
Lyons 1981a:l9-20, Pinker 1994:83-84, Pinker and Bloom 1990:718.

12

Rules 1-3 were introduced in paras. 3.2.2.1, 3.4 and 3.3.1 respectively.

13

For the linguistic universals 4-6, see paras. 3.3.1, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 respectively.

14

For this point, see par. 3.2.1.3.

15

For the principles-and-parameters conception of what language is, see, for example,
Chomsky 1981a, 1986:46, 150-151, 243, 1992:5-6, Botha 1989:88-90. The illustration
given above of the nature of principles and parameters is based on Pinker 1994:106112. More recently, Chomsky (l994c:51, 1992, 1994a) has argued that even such
principles may themselves be epiphenomena. The gist of Chomsky's argument is that
the consequences of these principles can be reduced to what he ( 1994c:51) calls 'more
general and abstract properties of the computational system, properties that have a kind
of "least effort" flavor'. These properties characterize what Chomsky (1992:2,
1994b:388) also refers to as 'principles of economy' or 'economy conditions'. The
reduction of the kind of principles provided for in the principles-and-parameters
conception of language to the latter, deeper, principles of economy forms a core
component of the 'minimalist program' for linguistic theory which is outlined in, for
example, Chomsky 1992, 1994a. Marantz 1994 offers 'A Reader's Guide to "The
Minimalist Program for Linguistic Theory'" (i.e., to Chomsky 1992).

16

The outline given above of the distinction between discrete combinatorial systems and
blending systems is based on Pinker's (1994:84-85) lucid account. Pinker (1994:85)
offers one further example of a discrete combinatorial system: 'the genetic code in
DNA, where four kinds of nucleotides are combined into sixty-four kinds of codons,
and the codons can be strung into an unlimited number of different genes'. And he
(1994:85) cites 'geology, paint mixing, cooking, sound, light and weather' as other
examples of blending systems (which predominate among the complicated systems in
the world). For further discussion of discreteness as a property of (some of the) units
used by (human) language, see, for example, Martinet 1964:31-33, Lyons 1977:78-79,
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198la:21-22. On how animal communication systems compare with (human) language
in regard to discreteness, see, for example, Hockett 1960, Chomsky 1966:77-78,
McNeill 1970:chapter 4. McNeill uses the expression 'combining system' to denote
(human) language as a discrete combinatorial system; he uses the expression 'graded
system' to denote non-discrete animal communication systems. For a useful survey both
of work on fundamental properties of various animal communication systems and of
various camparisons of animal communication systems with (human) language, see
Akmajian et al. 1979:chapters 2-5.
17

For some discussion of duality as a basic property of language and of the way in which
duality interacts with such other properties as discreteness and arbitrariness see, for
example, Martinet 1964:22-24, Lyons 1977:71-76, 1981 a:20-21, Pinker 1994: 162-163.

18

For further discussion of how recursiveness has, over the years, been seen and
accounted for in generative grammar, see Chomsky 1957:23-24, 1965:37, Bach
1974:194-196, Cu1icover 1976:27, 178-183, Jackendoff 1994:74-75.

19

For the characterization of a language as an infinite set of sentences, see Chomsky
1957: 13. The status of this characterization in Chomsky' s evolving thinking about
language is considered in, amongst others, Steinberg 1975:220-221, Botha 1989:72-73.

20

For Chomsky's views on how (human) language differs in regard to discrete infinity
from animal communication systems, see Chomsky

1980a:38-39,

1987a: 16-17,

1987b:7, 1987c:l3. As far as Chomsky (1987a:l6-17) knows, there is only one other
'behavioral phenomenon' that shares properties of discrete infinity exhibited by
language and that involves similar principles of digital computation: the human number
faculty. In his (!980a:38) view, the very essence of the number system is the concept of
adding one, indefinitely. Chomsky (1987a: 16-17) also considers another finding quite
surprising: the finding that the language faculty, as a part of the mind, is in crucial
respects a system of digital computation of a highly restricted character.
21

The following illustration of the structure-dependent nature of grammatical rules is
based on Chomsky' s lucid ( 1988a:41-46) account of the principle of structuredependency with reference to the rule for forming yes/no questions in Spanish. For
reference to other discussions of this principle, see also note 48 to chapter 3 above.
Within the framework of Chomsky' s principles-and-parameters conception of language
or that of his more recent 'miminalist program', structure-dependency would be a
reflection of a property or cluster of properties of the deeper --- and therefore nonepiphenomenal--- entities from which grammatical rules can be derived.

22

Within the framework of Chomsky's principles-and-parameters conception of language
or that of his more recent 'minimalist program', structure dependency would reflect a
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property or a cluster of properties of the cleeper (i.e., non-epiphenomenal) entities from
which grammatical rules such as the yes/no question rule can be derived.
23

For useful introductory discussions of the nature of phrase structure, see, for example,
Pinker 1994:97ff., Jackendoff 1994:70ff. Pinker offers a clear account of the reasons
for assuming that 'sentences are trees', as he puts it. For a more detailed introduction to
the properties of phrase structure, see, for example, Van Riemsdijk and Williams
1986:chapter 3, Haegeman 199l:chapter2.

24

For these remarks, see Pinker 1994:99-100.

25

For fuller discussions of structural discontinuity as a basic property of sentences, see,

26

How the interpretation of echo questions __helps linguists to understand that of wh-

for example, Akmajian et al. 1990:157-162, Chomsky 1994b:389, Pinker 1994:89ff.
qucstions is lucidly explained in Jackendoff 1994:76. As Jackendoff (1994:77) shows,
'quizz-show' questions--- such as 'Mr Van Doren, for $64,000: on the morning of July
4, 1776, General Washington ate what for brakfast?' --- are similarly helpful to
linguists for coming to grips with the way in which wh-questions are understood.
27

For a recent (re)statement of this view, see Chomsky !994b:389.

28

The wh-questions 37a-f correspond to the declarative sentences i-vi respectively. In the
questions, t marks the position in which the italicized phrases occur in these declarative
sentences.
(i)

The Knight believed that the King thought that the Hatter told the March Hare
that the Queen would order the Executioner to behead the cook on the croquetground.

(ii)

The Executioner wore a top hat and a bow rie for carrying out his duties.

(iii)

The croquet game was played on the day that the White Queen fired the
intellectual Executioner.

29

(iv)

For the Executioner to get a pay rise is easy.

(v)

The Queen hired a new Executioner who uses a hi-tee axe.

(vi)

A lice wondered who would get the job of deputy Executioner.

For a non-technical, introductory, account of the nature of long-distance dependencies,
the various kinds of sentences (not wh-questions alone) that incorporate them and the
source of the constraints on such dependencies, see Jackendoff 1994:75-80. For a fuller
account of the various constraints on such dependencies see, for example, Van
Riemsdijk and Williams 1986:chapters 2 and 5 and also the literature cited there. For a
more recent, fairly technical account of these constraints, see Haegeman 1991:364-373.
On the 'super-rules' or universal constraints which rule out the wh-questions 37b-f, see
Van Riemsdijk and Williams 1986:20-23.
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30

See Chomsky l994b:389 for the essence of the proposal that the relation of a moved

31

For a first introductory account of the distinction between deep structure and surface

phrase to the position of its interpretation is that of a transformation.
structure and of the nature of syntactic transformations, see Akmajian et al. 1990:162165, Jackendoff

1994:75-77, and Pinker

1994:120-124.

For a more detailed

introductory account of the nature and function of syntactic transformations see
Haegeman 1991 :271-282. For Chomsky' s most recent 'minimalist' view of the status of
the distinction between deep and surface structure, see Chomsky 1992, Marantz 1994.
32

For the view that traces are unpronounced pronouns, see Jackendoff 1994:77. On the
idea that traces serve as 'reminders' of the role that a moved phrase is playing, see
Pinker 1994:122.

33

For this argument see Chomsky 1992:27ff. What is at stake is the existence of 'Dstructure' and 'S-structure', which are highly 'technical' versions of the original
constructs 'deep' and 'surface structure', respectively. On the relevant controversy
between followers and opponents of Chomsky,

see,

for example,

Newmeyer

i 980:-:hapter 5.

34

See Abler (1989) for the view that hierarchicality characterizes, in addition to human
language, several other 'naturally-occurring systems', including 'chemical interaction'
and 'biological inheritance'. For an introductory discussion of the way in which words
are structured phonologically, see Pinker 1994:173-175. For a more technical account,
see Carr I 993:chapter 9. The phonological structures of the words in a sentence form
but one aspect of the phonological structure that the sentence has as a whole. For an
account of some of the other aspects, see Clark and Yallop !990:chapter 10, Goldsmith
1990, Carr 1993, Pinker 1994:chapter 6, Kenstowicz 1994.

35

For the Korean example, see Jackendoff 1994:76. For an attempt to provide some kind
of motivation for the direction of wh-movement, see Haiman 1985:238-239.

36

The general idea that grammatical form is independent of meaning, function or use has
been defended by Noam Chomsky in the form of his thesis of the autonomy of formal
grammar. For some of the versions of this thesis, see Chomsky 1975. For a discussion
of (problems with) various views holding that grammatical form is not autonomous in
Chomsky's sense, see Newmeyer 1983:chapter 4. For some discussion of the ways in
which various parts of language are 'tailored to mapping a characteristic kind of
semantic or pragmatic function onto a characteristic kind of symbol sequence', see
Pinker and Bloom 1990:713-714.

37

For a general characterization of iconicity, see Lyons 1977:102-105. For some
discussion of reduplication and repetition, see, for example, Persson 1974, Moravscik
1978. and Botha 1988. (The Tzeltal, Mandarin and Thai reduplications are from
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Moravscik 1978.) For some discussion both of the various kinds of iconicity found in
natural language and of what are claimed to be functionally motivated aspects of
linguistic form, see, for example, Haiman 1985, 1994, Haiman (erl.) 1985.
38

See Chomsky 1994c:51-52 for the above views on the usability of language. For a
discussion of the problems which the interpretation of sentences 43a-d posed for Alice,
see Holmes 1971:164-165.

39

For an account of Chomksy's thinking on the substance (or what he calls 'nature') of
language, see Botha 1992:chapter 3. On various reactions to Chomsky's ideas and on
his appraisal of these reactions, see Botha 1992:chapter 3.

40

For the ideas of Chomsky's considered above, see Chomsky 1986:22-26, 1987a: 17,

41

For the view that languages are abstract Platonic entities, see Katz 1981, Katz and

1988a:36, 1988b:21 and Botha 1992:90-93.
Postal 1991, Botha 1992:149-168. For problems with this view, see Chomsky 1986:1927, B9tha 1992:168-182.
42

For a non-Platonic position on which languages are abstract objects, see Popper
1977:38-49, Carr 1990:37ff., Botha !992: 183-198. Various linguists and philosophers
have proposed that languages are neither material nor mental nor abstract objects but,
instead, are 'social' objects. For a survey and an appraisal of these proposals, see Botha
1992:chapter 5.

43

Sec Chomsky 1987a:5.

44

For Chomsky's recent views on the relation between the mind (the mental) and the
body (the material), see Chomsky 1987a:l-6, 1989:5, Salkie 1990:80, Botha 1992:9497, 143-144. Views essentially similar to Chomsky's have been put forward by Fodor.
For some discussion of these views of Fodor's, see Rey 1991:xii.

45

ln Chomsky's (1992:4-5) view, the range of permissible variation among languages is
restricted. He assumes, in the context of his 'minimalist program', that variation must
be determined by what is 'visible' to the child acquiring language, that is, by what is
known as the 'primary linguistic data'. And given this assumption, he does not consider
it surprising that a degree of variation is found in the 'phonetic form component' and
the lexicon. For a completely different kind of perspective on linguistic diversity, a
Whorfran one, see MOhlhausler 1993.

46

See Lyons 1991 :206.

47

See Lyons !991:209.
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